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Shiloh — available for adoption at eapl.com
Meet Shiloh and other adoptable pups on page 24
Photo by Muddy Paws Photography • www.muddypawsphotos.com
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Sharing the Knowledge of Healing

D

ear animal loving angels, we need
your help. We need to find a horse
property before May, in the Evergreen
area, that can accommodate the animals of the
ResqRanch, and allow us to have more volunteers, and classes. We also have a volunteer
update on our ResqRanch.org website. It will
also be a safe haul-in space for our large animal
patients, such as a safe, warm place for a pregnant animal to have their babies in winter. The
only thing holding us back is having the perfect
location, so if you know of an available property that has the water and can accommodate
10 or more large animals, please contact DrQ
at Aspen Park Vet hospital 303-838-3771 right
away; thank you!
Last issue I mentioned that I just returned
from the largest veterinary conference in North
America, with over 800 hours of available continuing education classes. It is always a wonderful experience, although a bit overwhelming at times trying to figure out what classes to
attend, since one can’t do them all! I returned
and shared with my staff many of the new innovations, procedures, and products, so we could
discuss as a team and decide what, if any, was
important to add to our services. We are continually improving to serve you better!
I am excited to share that we are in the process of obtaining a Digitherm medical-grade

“We are continually improving to serve you better!”

digital camera! This amazing device will be
able to help us determine areas of pain in the
body, without exposure to excess radiation like
an x-ray. Also the camera will allow us to show
clients the before and after images of inflammation in the body after a treatment, and can even
help identify whether tumors are cancerous or
not just by taking a thermal heat image of them!
I am so excited to share that we are the only
veterinary hospital in the area to have this piece
of valuable equipment, which will be able to
help us so much better figure out areas of pain,
and improvements in progress, with a harmless
digital heat-mapping picture.
Also now available is something called a
“liquid biopsy,” which is a simple blood test
that looks at DNA markers for cancer anywhere
in the body. The technology is advanced and
quite accurate, making a good screening choice
for even young animals to ensure problems can
be caught early.
Also very exciting is the ability to know
about intestinal health, by using gut biome
testing for animals with any kind of chronic
disease. As you may or may not know, 80% of
an animal’s immune system is lining the intestinal tract, so having good gut health is critical to
having a strong immune system. So if your pet
has chronic diarrhea, allergies, or any other sort
of recurrent health condition, ask about gut

biome testing. We have many ways to treat animals if the test shows the level of good bacteria
in the intestines needed for maximum digestion
of food and nutrients is not optimal. You are
what you eat!
Probably the most interesting lecture I
attended was explaining the latest about
COVID-19 in people and pets. There is a test
available, and at least 15 pets in Colorado have
been verified to carry the virus. This is likely a
very low number, since regular vet offices like
ours are not allowed to routinely test animals.
You have to have permission from the State Vet’s
office, and make a special request, to have an
animal tested, since right now with the ongoing global pandemic, government officials are
not allowing any COVID testing to occur which
would or might delay a human test. So for now
the test is not readily available. Also, there is a
very good vaccine that has been developed, and
administered to over 11,000 animals (mostly in
zoos) with ZERO adverse side effects. That is
incredible! However, the vaccine is only available with special permission right now, and not
available for pets. Hopefully that will no longer
be the case in a year or two. Interestingly, one
researcher sampled a herd of deer in rural Iowa
and found 83% of the animals tested positive!
We now know animals can readily get the disease, and in fact, we are sure we have seen

several cases of it, especially in indoor house
cats that suddenly became sick with respiratory
disease, but no exposure to any other animals
except their humans who tested positive. We
know cats are a little more susceptible, but any
animal can get it and pass it to people, like ferrets, guinea pigs, and dogs. Also, an animal can
get it, give it to people, and then get it again or
pass it on to other animals. So if you or someone in your family tests positive for COVID-19,
minimize your contact with them while you’re
sick. And if your animal gets sick with it, keep
in mind that we know they can shed virus for
up to 12 days. Pretty scary stuff, but at least
most animals recover, and luckily we have lots
of different ways to boost the immune system
with supplements and herbs to help animals
get over any infections faster.
If you have questions about any of these
topics, or have an animal training video request,
please be sure to send us an email at help@
aspenparkvet.com. Thanks so much, as always,
for reading; God bless, and until next time,
take good care! DrQ, Dr. Tam, Dr. Hunt, and
the crew of Aspen Park Vet and the ResqRanch.
Aspen Park Veterinary Hospital is located
at 25871 Duran Ave. Conifer, CO 80433.
(303) 838-3771 • www.DrQandU.org.
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community

Every month in

Each month, Your Mountain Connection sets aside this space to showcase local groups and individuals who work
tirelessly to promote community healing and resilience. We can all give back and do our part to make a positive
impact. Evergreen resident Margo Hamilton is the volunteer beneficiary coordinator for Your Mountain Connection.
She has an extensive background working with nonprofits and writes to help people better understand each other.

stories are contributed by local residents to inspire
healthy living, happy families, and community giving.

THE HILLS ARE ALIVE WITH THE LOVE OF ANIMALS

I’m Just Sayin’…

BY MARGO HAMILTON

“

Animals silently test our character and conduct,
and they know more than we think and think more than we know.

Marianne Fischer

Kristin and Klaire Manley

Brody Holland

Many of us moved into our gorgeous mountain communities so we could hike, walk our dogs, or ride our
bikes and horses without the fear of getting run over, yelled at, or fenced out. It’s a new day and much has
changed with more like-minded people wanting to live up the hill as opposed to down. Houses now block
what was once open access that enabled us old timers to ride, walk, and hike for hours on end.

A

lso gone are the family-owned pet
stores that sold feathered, finned,
furred, or scaly critters for those who
consider any creature here below as members
of the family.
What prompted this nostalgic walk down
memory lane was when a little white mouse
with adorable grey patches walked into our
family room as if he wanted to join the fam
during a Netflix binge. No one panicked,
freaked, or attempted to take the life of this
little creature, because we realized he had
probably lived in our home longer than we
had, due to the former owners.
Peter and Marianne Fisher lived in our
home from the 80s into the 90s. Moving from
Houston to Evergreen, they opened Evergreen
Pet Center, then located in the Safeway shopping center. They loved furry domestic creatures, but the pets they sold were of the rodent,
scaled, shelled, feathered, or spiny kind, also
known as exotic pets.
Marianne loves animals, all animals, and
Peter lovingly supports her fetish. She reveals,
“Keeping puppies and kittens caged until
people bought them was something I just
couldn’t do. So, we sold birds, hedgehogs,
sugar gliders, turtles, lizards, iguanas, bearded
dragons, parrots, macaws, finches, parakeets,
canaries, and snakes. I loved them all. Lady, an
11-foot boa, was Evergreen Pet Center’s diva. I
accompanied her to her invited appearances to
teach mainly school children how Lady shed
her skin, what she ate, and the differences
between poisonous and nonpoisonous snakes.
Lady loved nothing more than riding in the
car. I was also a stickler for keeping our store
odor free, and many of the exotics we sold
weren’t odorous.”
Their sunroom, now ours, served as their
bird aviary. Their African grey parrot, appropriately named Harley because he rode on a
Harley motorcycle from Denver to Evergreen
in a cage on the handlebars, and he continues
to entertain Peter and Marianne. “Harley will
live to be 125, and he’s middle-aged now. We
also have a macaw parrot that can live to be 60
to 70 years, so our kids know what they will
be inheriting from us.”
Doting on the pets they sold was Marianne’s
favorite job while owning Evergreen Pet
Center. “I loved hand feeding all of the

babies, so they were tame from the start. Our
best-selling pets were the lizards. We also
sold all the equipment anyone would need
or want to have for the critters we sold. Mice
and rats were also popular, and I bought them
from wholesalers. Usually, they put them in
boxes to transport back to Evergreen, which
were easy to crawl out of. By the time I drove
from the wholesalers back to Evergreen, there
were mice scurrying throughout my car. I’m
sure the one that crawled from beneath your
couch is a not-too-distant relative of those that
came from the wholesalers. Mice and rats are
extremely loving creatures.”
Marianne’s critter tales are priceless, and
this is one of her best:
“I talked Peter into driving to Houston
to buy hedgehogs. With the hedgehogs in
the car for the drive back, we thought we’d
drive through a beautiful canyon to make the
trip back from Houston more scenic. To our
delight, a herd of box turtles were crossing the
road. Texas was in the middle of a drought,
and the turtles were much in need of a soak in
water. Since turtles were big sellers, and these
needed to be rescued, we put them in the car
already filled with hedgehogs, and we made
a detour to go to Tyler, Texas, so we could go
to my mother’s and use her bathtub to revive
these precious little creatures. Coming back
through Houston, we picked up a friend in
Houston to make our way home to Denver.
Peter had a heavy foot on the gas pedal, so
we got pulled over for speeding. I don’t know
what that officer thought when he investigated our car and saw three humans with a
massive amount of hedgehogs and turtles. We
explained we owned the pet store and went to
Houston for the hedgehogs, then rescued the
turtles from the drought. He let us go without
a ticket. Obviously he loved exotics as much
as we do. Back in Evergreen, both the hedgehogs and turtles sold like hotcakes.”
Krystal Holland was born into a family of
animal lovers who moved to Conifer when she
was four years old. “I was born animal crazy,”
attests Krystal. “We always had horses, rabbits,
and dogs while I was growing up, along with
hedgehogs, iguanas and hamsters. My parents
allowed me to have any animal I wanted if I
fed them and kept them clean. Never did we
sell or give away any of our animals. They

It is always great to get back home.
“This
is a pretty hard place to beat.
”

”

were members of our family. After high school,
I pursued my degree in Animal Science with
a concentration in Equine Science. I literally
grew up on the back of my horse. When I
was 15, a notable horse trainer allowed me to
become her apprentice. I loved riding horses
as I enjoyed being in the company of my animals. Competitive endurance racing was also
a passion.”
Finding her perfect soulmate, Krystal married Shane, also an animal lover. Their son
Brody defines an animal lover extraordinaire,
perhaps due the unconditional love his parents shower upon their son and their critters.
“Brody is 15, and he was on the back of a
horse before he could walk. He defines animal
lover, and we’re a bonded family because of
our love for animals. Every night he and his
bunny, Willie Nelson, watch old-time movies.
Brody keeps Willie Nelson in his room. They
can sit by the hour enjoying a movie as much
as they enjoy each other’s company.”
The Holland fur family consists of six horses,
four cats, five dogs, five goats, three rabbits,
two alpacas and one turtle. “I believe that animals are good for kids because they learn how
to work, remain committed, and respect their
animals. Brody loves taking care of our animals. He mucks stalls and cleans up after them
all. It’s rare that I need to remind him to do it.
He loves being in their company. At the 2022
National Western Stock Show, Brody showed
our alpacas in the obstacle course, public relations and the costume classes. He dressed as
Fred Flintstone and the alpaca was Dino. They
won first place. He’s also shown his Maine
coon cats. There’s a few pasture ornaments in
our pasture, but everyone gets loved on.
“Last year we added baby goats to our family,
and Brody slept in the barn in his sleeping bag
for two weeks to make sure the babies stayed
warm and contented through the night.”
Since 1988, Krystal has witnessed the
changes brought about by growth in the
Conifer area. “Animals aren’t respected as they
once were. People fly their drones directly
over our horses, whether we’re riding off the
property or our horses are in their pasture.
It’s not only disrespectful, it’s not safe. Many
of our older neighbors who allowed us to
pass through their property so we could ride
to open space, as opposed to trailering our

horses, have moved away. In today’s world, it’s
almost unheard of that neighbors extend the
courtesy to ride through, so we moved to Pine
to have more space for more animals and more
space to both freely and safely enjoy them.”
Kristin Manley and her daughter Klaire are
Conifer natives and a mother/daughter duo
who define animal lovers. “My first childhood
memories are riding my pony along the 285
Corridor,” reveals Kristin. “I grew up with a
passion to take in animals that needed to be
rehomed for one reason or another. We love
taking in horses. We took one special-needs
horse in years and years ago, and she’s now 32
and still living with us.”
Daughter Klaire, now 20, discloses, “My
grandmother, who lived in Nebraska, had a
pony, and she allowed me to take off and ride
for hours and hours. Horses require a lot of
care and work, but I follow my mom’s example; we put a lot of time and money into our
animals because they give back in a big way.”
When Klaire was 12, she went to a feedlot
sale, where many animals end up going to
slaughter. “I went with friends who wanted to
rescue a mare, her foal, and a gelding. Many
of the horses realize this is the end of the line
for them, and they are scared to the point of
acting out. That was not the case when a huge
donkey walked over to me. He let me play with
his ears, pick his feet and love on him. It broke
my heart to know that he, along with many
of the other beautiful horses would be slaughtered. None of them deserve that.” Thanks to
Klaire, and the assistance of Colorado Horse
Rescue, the mammoth donkey continues to
live his best, safe, and well-loved life.
Always wanting a Bernese mountain dog,
Klaire found a dog in Indiana that was in a
puppy mill situation within an Amish community. Sadly, these mills are considered to be
livestock operations, and the dogs are a cash
crop. Bringing the puppy back to Conifer, this
sweet baby found his forever home, but there
has been no end to his medical expenses. “He
was eating his own feces to survive, and he was
in terrible shape due to living in a cage and
having no chance to run or even walk around.
Buying special-needs animals is a money pit,
but helping them makes it all worthwhile,”
claims Klaire.
Kristin adds, “A special bond is created
with special-needs animals because they are
so grateful to have loving homes. We have the
love and resources to give them, so we want to
do what we can to help them.”
Obviously there’s a tight mother/daughter
bond between Kristin and Klaire, who work
together at Wilmot Elementary School where
Kristin is a kindergarten teacher and Klaire is
an Individual Support Para. Both love uniting
their animals with kids, and one of their favorite pastimes is introducing their fur family that
consists of 4 dogs, 3 cats, 2 horses, and 1 pony
to special-needs kids. They also brought their
pony, attired in costume, to the kindergarten
Kiwanis Cowpoke Breakfast, which has obviously taken a backseat to COVID to ensure
safety and minimize exposure, but Kristin,
Klaire, and the pony are anxious to continue
their tradition with Conifer Kiwanis and the
kids in Conifer.
From the perspective of many animals, they
don’t bond with people until trust is earned.
Animals silently test our character and conduct, and they know more than we think and
think more than we know. Many people talk to
animals, but they never take the time to listen.
A tragedy, since animals are among our greatest teachers!
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Jeff Smith owner/publisher
n many places March is the beginning of
spring. Not so much in our communities,
where March and April are our snowiest
months. We still need more snow for the
spring runoff.
Are we nearing the end of the pandemic?
I think we have all had enough. The kids
need some normalcy, and so do the adults.
It would be nice to have a summer where
we can go and do the things we haven’t
been able to for two years. And the business
owners need to get back to pre-pandemic
also. Hopefully people will go back to work,
and the bands will play again at your favorite
venue. Festivals will be going full steam, and
we can go out without masks.
A few days in California with friends and
85-degree temperatures was wonderful. But
it is always great to get back home. This is a
pretty hard place to beat.
March 17th is Saint Patrick’s Day. This
started out as a religious holiday in Ireland
celebrating the death of Saint Patrick, who
brought Christianity to Ireland. When Irish
immigrants came to America, it became more

I

of a social celebration, with green beer, etc.
You wear green on Saint Patrick’s Day to
make yourself invisible to leprechauns.
The Broncos – There’s a new coach in town.
Nathaniel Hackett from Green Bay is here and
is building his staff. Will this influence Aaron
Rodgers’ decision? Stand by.
Avalanche – The best team in the NHL!
They have a nice lead over every other team,
but still have some games to play. Hang in
there, and you should be the #1 seed for the
Cup playoffs.
Nuggets – Don’t think they are doing
enough to have a great finish. I just don’t
think they are playing up to their talent
potential. It’s a disappointing year after the
expectations we all had.
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$118,000

To date over
has been
donated to mountain area nonprofits by Your
Mountain Connection through its beneficiary
program of articles and monthly cash donations.

Beneficiary Coordinator Margo Hamilton

Owner  / Publisher
Sales Consultant
jeff@mtnconnection.com

We’d love to hear what you have to say!
Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.
[ Deadline is the 16th of Month.]

Quackadilly says:
“March is the month of expectation,
the things we do not know.”
— Emily Dickinson

Art by Lea Opitz • mamaleaopitz@gmail.com
next issue • APRIL 2022

6949 highway 73, suite 7, evergreen, co 80439

Our April theme
is Think Spring!

April theme:
Think Spring!

Contributing Writers:
Cynthia Kimball Cathy Kowalski Charles Monlezun Kaarsten Turner Dalby Anne Vickstrom

deadline for ads and articles is March 16
Stories are contributed by local residents to inspire
healthy living, happy families, and community giving.
Deadline is the 16th of each month. 600 words.
Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.
Stories accepted on a space-available basis only.
Advertorials are paid advertising.
Business Profiles cost $329, limited one per year.
From the Experts educational columns cost $299/month,
minimum three-month commitment.
Call 303-674-3701.

Copy Editor

Creative Director

Emily Fose

Marty Hallberg

Our Fur Babies

Brittany

Padiddle

Sweet Pea

Our 11-year-old Brittany
loves hiking and is a huge
Broncos fan. She lives with
a ball in her mouth, always
looking for a game.

Padiddle is a 6-year-old
ragdoll, and is very definitely
a one-person cat. She loves
to get on my lap and rev
her motor!

My bouncing baby girl
(boxers BOUNCE!) is always
ready for a game. She makes
me smile every day.

Ty

Anna

This sweet boy came to
Colorado for find his furever
home. We named him Thank
You; Ty for short!

My granddog.

JubaLee
and Acholi

Jeff Smith

Writer

Writer / Photographer

Writer

Margo Hamilton

Gary Loffler

Penny Randell

To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

Dogs and cats,
living together.
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— M O U N T E VA N S H O M E H E A LT H C A R E
& HOSPICE —

Mount Evans Means…Everything
BY KRISTEN MATHIAS
Howard and Ginny Morton
have lived in their own “heaven
on earth” for the past 30 years
in Pine Junction. “This 10
acres, this house, this view,”
explains Howard, “When
we moved here in 1980, I
promised Ginny I’d buy her a
mountain.” Ginny recalls with
a laugh, “I’ve always wanted to
live in the mountains. I’d only
visited them once or twice
with my parents, but it just
involved me the rest of my life. I’ve got to go
live in the mountains, so here we are.”
Ginny has dementia and many days she’s
not herself, though her love of Howard, their
home, and these mountains was evident
during our visit. For the past six months,
Ginny’s been receiving physical therapy
through home health care with Mount Evans
Home Health Care & Hospice and has
recently entered their palliative care program.
Julie Billingham, Mount Evans Social Worker,
visited with Howard and Ginny and several of
their children to introduce palliative care. “We’re
working with the family on long-term planning
and managing this transitional time in their parents’ lives. We’re also monitoring Ginny’s cognition, coordinating her care with her doctors,
and stepping in if her care needs change.”
Howard explains, “Palliative care is trying
to make people comfortable in any way they
can with whatever they’re suffering.”
“Mount Evans is great, they responded right
away. I don’t know where else we would have
turned. Emily [Connelly, Mount Evans Physical
Therapist] is just great, and she brought in this
one,” he gestures at Julie, “who is great. Emily

made sure Ginny got exercise
every time she came and left us
with the diagrams of what she
should do, and when she was
done, she’d bring in wood, so I
didn’t have to lift it.”
Howard’s doctor recently
recommended physical therapy for him. Having access
to care in their home means
“Everything,” says Howard,
“when Conifer Medical Center
said I needed physical therapy,
I said Mount Evans is coming to our home for
my wife, how come I can’t do that? And the
doctor said, I’ll call them.”
“It means a lot at this stage of life to have
those services available in our home,” says
Howard. “Absolutely,” agrees Ginny.
As we pack up to leave, Julie places logs in
their wood-burning stove, and Ginny says to
me, “Thank you for being here today. It was
good to hear him [Howard] tell all those stories. To be able to remember.”
Her words are a beautiful reminder that
what we’re doing is so much more than just
healthcare, we’re caring for our neighbors.
“It’s a really warm feeling to walk out of there
and know you’ve helped improve their quality
of life,” reflects Julie.
Whether you’re recovering from an illness or
surgery, living with a chronic or progressive illness, or ready for end-of-life care, Mount Evans
will be here to care for you in the comfort of
your own home, surrounded by those you love.
Kristen Mathias, Mount Evans
Home Health Care & Hospice,
303-674-6400 | MountEvans.org

— E V E R G R E E N A N I M A L H O S P I TA L —

Keep Your Pets Safe this Winter
BY DR. DAVID PERRY

Now that winter has arrived
slow movement, stumbling,
and snow covers the ground in
slow heart rate/breathing rate,
our community, it’s a great time
and stiff muscles.
to think about our pet’s safety
Cold water is another
and comfort. While some dog
danger to dogs, especially
breeds love playing in the
those that enjoy walking off
snow and thrive in the winter
leash and may wander onto a
environment, most of our pets
frozen creek or pond. Often,
need our help remaining comaccidents occur when dogs
fortable and avoiding the risks
run onto the ice chasing wildof the cold outdoors.
life and don’t realize what is
Multiple features allow some
under their feet. If your dog
dogs to tolerate cold temperafalls through the ice, first call
tures better than others. Dogs
911 since fire rescue has the
With
a
little
with two distinct layers of
training and equipment availpreparation…our able to safely perform ice/cold
haircoat (soft undercoat, and
tough guard outer coat adhere
water rescue operations. If the
dogs can enjoy
to the classic Colorado advice
ice was not thick enough to
of layering insulation over playing and living in hold a dog, it will not be thick
their skin to retain body heat.
to hold you.
our beautiful winter enough
Dogs with short, single layer
Lastly, some winter pitfalls
coats are not able to prevent
can occur closer to home.
surroundings.
their body heat from escapSharp lawn edging found
ing into the environment. The colder it gets, between grass and other areas of landscapthe faster they lose heat. Additionally, small ing in our yards can cause deep cuts to paws,
dogs lose heat faster than large dogs, due to especially when its exact location is hidden by
exposure of more of their body surface area snow. Make sure all lawn edging is properly
compared to their overall body volume. In capped or the area inaccessible to dogs. Try
general, short-haired, single-coated dogs, as to avoid allowing dogs to walk over snowmelt
well as puppies or senior dogs, should not be with bare paws. The rapid melting action that
left outside for extended periods of time when occurs when snow/ice combines with salt can
the temperature is below 45°F and will bene- be painful to the touch. Snowmelt should be
fit from jackets once the temperature is below brushed off paw pads with a warm washcloth
freezing. Once the temperature drops below to prevent absorption into the skin.
20° F, preventing frostbite of extremities (ears,
With a little preparation and forethought,
toes, tail) becomes important. The initial signs our dogs can enjoy playing and living in our
of frostbite are pale areas which may be cool to beautiful winter surroundings alongside us.
the touch that become red and swollen once A jacket, set of boots for paws, and access to
the area is warmed. Signs that your dog is warm areas can go a long way toward the safe
uncomfortable due to cold include shivering, enjoyment of the colder months of the year.

“

”

Evergreen Animal Hospital • 32175 Castle Ct, Evergreen CO 80439 • (303) 674-4331
Evergreen Animal Hospital is open every day, excluding major holidays, for urgent care
and general practice needs. Hours: Monday – Friday 7 am – 7 pm, Sat – Sun 8 am – 5 pm.
Feel free to contact us anytime at 303-674-4331 or stop in for a tour and to meet our staff.
MOUNTAIN CON N E C TIO N | Stories are contributed by local residents to inspire healthy living, happy families, and community giving. Deadline is the 16th of each month. Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.
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from the experts

Enjoy
…again!

— EQUILANE LENDING, LLC —

Investment Properties —
Qualify with No Income Documents
BY WANDA NORGE, MORTGAGE CONSULTANT
DSCR stands for Debt-Service-CoverageRatio. This means your loan is qualified based
on the cash flow and market rents of the
subject property. These loans do not require
income documentation or calculation of debt
ratios. Asset documentation can be required.
To qualify, these loans take gross rents,
based on the lesser of market rents or a lease
agreement, and divide it by the full PITI
(principal, interest, taxes, insurance) and any
monthly HOA dues. For example, if gross
rents = $3000 a month, and the PITI is $3000
a month, then the DSCR calculation is 1.00.
Some lenders will allow less than 1.00, but
may adjust the loan-to-value (LTV) limits
allowed.
Guidelines vary among the lenders that offer
these loans, but the following are some of the
possible things that could be a factor. If one
lender has a particular restriction, it is possible
another one won’t have that same restriction.
Since these are investment property loans,
a notarized business purpose letter is typically required. Borrowers may be required
to prove they own a primary residence, since
first-time homebuyers are usually not allowed.

can
“beThis
the way
to go.
”
First-time investors can be allowed (those who
never owned a rental property before). Credit
scores are allowed down to about 600, but
can come with limits on what the LTV maximum can be. Guidelines regarding the minimum number of trade lines that are active on
a borrower’s credit report can be a factor for
qualifying.
These loans can be used to purchase property, or refinance current rental properties.
Cash out is also allowed, but there can be
restrictions for how long a borrower has been
on title. There can also be restrictions on how

much cash out can be taken and sometimes
what the cash out will be used for.
Some lenders offer these as 40-yr fixed or
30-yr fixed options as well as different adjustable-rate mortgages. Most offer interest-only
options. Loan amounts can range from
$100,000 to $3,500,000.
Appraisals are required, and properties
must be in average or better condition.
Health and safety issues are not allowed.
Some lenders may require a second full
appraisal or desk review at their discretion,
depending on the property.
There can be a limit to the number of
financed properties that a borrower owns.
Single-family, 2 – 4 unit properties, condos,
and townhomes are allowed, with restrictions
on the amount of acreage allowed.
These loans can come with pre-payment
penalties, but can be bought down.
Interest rates can be higher than what is
seen for market rates on loans where job and
income are used for qualifying, but if you are
looking for a quicker way to qualify for investment properties with reduced documentation,
this can be the way to go!

Wanda Norge, Certified Mortgage Advisor (CMA), Certified Divorce Lending Professional (CDLP),
National Association of Divorce Professionals (NADP), Loan Zone Mortgage, LLC (NMLS: 1870102), 19 yrs exp, 24 yr Evergreen Resident,
Phone: 303-419-6568, loans@wandanorge.com, www.loanzonemortgage.com/wanda-norge (NMLS: 280102).

— E V E R G R E E N H E A LT H I N S U R A N C E —

You can download full versions of
our past issues on our web site at:
yourmtnconnection.com.
We will have the current issue
and four back issues available.

— F LY F I S H I N G G U I D E —

Medicare A & B
What is Not Covered?
BY ED REGALADO
Once you qualify, whether
Non-emergency
coverage
you choose Original Medicare
outside the U.S.
with a Supplement plan or get
A Supplement plan will cover
a Medicare Advantage plan,
emergency care outside the
you’ll be getting excellent
U.S. within the first 60 days
healthcare coverage. All variof travel. Most Medicare
ety of Medicare plans include
Advantage plans also cover
better medical benefits than
emergency care worldwide.
individual plans as well as most
But that’s it.
group plans. Unfortunately,
Prescriptions
that doesn’t mean they cover
While Original Medicare does
everything. What isn’t covered
not include prescription drugs,
by Original Medicare? Glad
Advantage plans typically do.
Generally speaking, if you
you asked! Here’s a short list:
Which plans
have Original Medicare with
Annual Exams
Annual physical exams are not
fit you best will an added Supplement plan,
have the strongest medical
covered by Medicare. What
depend on your you
coverage available. After very
Medicare covers, instead, is
limited out-of-pocket costs
called a Wellness visit. During particular needs.
above your premium, which
your Wellness visit, your
doctor will review your medical information varies depending on the plan, all medically
but not examine you. You can get a physical necessary treatment is covered completely.
exam if the doctor deems it medically neces- There are no pre-authorization hoops to jump
sary, but if you make an appointment for an through since your doctor is your gatekeeper,
annual physical, you will likely be billed for it. and you also have the flexibility of using any
doctor or hospital in the U.S. that accepts
Long-Term Care
Medicare covers up to 100 days of skilled Medicare. That said, whatever Medicare
nursing care, over your entire lifetime. doesn’t cover, a Medicare Supplement plan
Rehabilitative skilled nursing care is designed doesn’t cover either.
On the other hand, Medicare Advantage
to get you back on your own, while Long Term
Care (LTC) tends to be permanent and for plans often do provide some coverage
those who require 24-hour supervision and for many of the items listed that Original
assistance. If you want to cover this need, you Medicare will not. Advantage plans’ downmust buy a LTC policy, and they are not cheap. sides are pre-authorizations by the insurance
company are required and treatment recomDental, Hearing, and Eye Care
Routine dental care and dentures, eye exams, mended by your doctor can be denied, you’ll
glasses, and hearing aids are not covered. need a referral to see a specialist, and HMO
Some limited coverage for these items may be and PPO plans each come with their own
included in an Advantage plan, but for more limitations.
Which plans fit you best will depend on
extensive coverage you will need to purchase
your particular needs. Everyone is different,
separate policies.
and there is much to sort through in order
Chiropractic and Acupuncture
While not covered by Original Medicare, some to figure out what will serve your needs best.
Advantage plans offer coverage for these items Give us a call; we can help!
if they are deemed medically necessary.

“

”

Ed and Dana Regalado are certified brokers. Their office is located at
27945 Meadow Drive, Evergreen, CO 80439. They can be reached at
303-674-1945 or send an email to: edregalado46@gmail.com.
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Preparation meets opportunity…

Pass the Bean Dip
BY DUANE REDFORD

Ease your frustrations
“
and ultimately catch more fish.
I recently added five minutes to my daily
treadmill routine, not so much to work out
that extra five minutes, but that’s five less minutes a day I’m shoving snacks in my mouth. I
do well curbing my weight the entire year, but
as the days get shorter and the holidays hit, it’s
not uncommon for me to add five pounds in
short order. To lose that weight quickly, I add a
bit to my workouts and prepare meals for each
week. It’s all about the preparation.
Many times, I have passed an angler on the
river’s edge with his or her nose firmly planted
in a bird’s nest of hooks, leader, and tippet.
They sit there trying to untangle the mess
instead of snipping line and flies and re-tying the rig. I’ve offered my help more than a
handful of times, and surprisingly, they will
accept my help. I remember those days, the
days when it was a huge effort to cut your
lines and start over. Oft times, the new rig
would be poorly constructed with weak knots
and out-of-whack proportions.
Here are a couple strategies you can employ
to help cut down on lost fishing time, ease
your frustrations, and ultimately catch more
fish. First step is to learn how to proportion
your rig consistently each time. Consciously
measuring line and tippet lengths for consistency is huge. If you’re trying to consistently
put fish in the net, the ability to accurately
match your distances from one set-up to the
next is very important. It’s hard enough to
match your drifts, but when your rig measurements are off it’s nearly impossible. When

”

weight to point fly distances aren’t accurate
from one rig to the next, you’ll struggle with
overall accuracy. Use fishing tools like forceps or your body proportions to lay rigs out
consistently.
Next, pre-tie your first rig of the day before
you hit the water. This way you can slow
down and focus on knots and proportions
fostering consistency. I’m often up late in the
evening during guide season re-rigging all of
my rods for the next day. Here’s another tip:
use a small section (6 – 8") of round foam pipe
insulation to carry a few extra pre-tied rigs. I
did this a few times in my early guide years
to cut down on the time it took me to re-rig
a client perfectly. Simply hook the first fly to
the insulation, wrap the tippet around it, and
hook your last fly to hold it all in place. You
can easily carry three spare rigs this way.
Last, and certainly not least, is to learn to
tie knots quickly. This way, you won’t flinch
when it comes to snipping out tangles. You’ll
find it’s much quicker to cut line and re-tie
rather than trying to clean out a bird’s nest.
My rule of thumb is that if it’s going to take
more than thirty seconds to untangle, it’s best
to snip and re-tie.
Where’d I put those potato chips? Fear No
Water!
Duane Redford is a Colorado fly fishing
guide, author, national speaker, and signature fly tyer for Montana Fly Company.
duaneredford.com @flyfishersplaybook
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Aspen Park • Bailey • Conifer • Evergreen • Kittredge • Pine
Thank you for Shopping Local!
Evergreen Crafters
303-674-3153

Amy’s Mountain
Dog Training
720-692-8887

Evergreen
Health Insurance
303-674-1945

Aspen Park Vet
855-377-2638

Evergreen Memorial Park
303-674-7750

Big O Tires Evergreen
303-526-1100

Fly Fishing Guide
duaneredford.com

The Bistro at Marshdale
303-674-7670

Grant Automotive
303-697-0225

When you buy from
a small business an

Cactus Jack’s Saloon &
Grill
303-674-1564

Knotty Pine
303-838-5679

Actual Person

Canyon Tack & Feed
303-670-8219

Mount Evans Home
Health Care & Hospice
303-674-6400

does a little

Casa Tequila’s
303-679-1913

Mountain Wood Designs
515-314-9122

Castles & Kitchens
303-838-4433

On the Move Fitness
303-816-1426

Colorado Furniture
303-838-4669

Rocky Mountain
Music Exchange
303-670-1500

CORE Electric Cooperative
www.CORE.coop
Creative Interiors Design
303-758-5800
Equilane Lending
303-716-3238
Evergreen
Animal Hospital
303-674-4331

Rolling Ridge
Deck & Home
303-670-4919
Spas Etc.
720-475-1795
Sunrise Solutions
303-816-6337
Valor Roof and Solar
303-770-7663

Happy Dance.

You can’t buy happiness...
Local!
but you can

Buy

It’s kind of the

Same Thing.
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SHOP LOCAL: Aspen Park • Bailey • Conifer • Evergreen • Kittredge • Pine

Ace Hardware
303-647-1950
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THE NUTS AND BOLTS OF SOLAR SYSTEMS
BY BROOKE WHITE, VALORROOFANDSOLAR.COM

I

truly enjoy helping folks gain energy ownership, instead of continuing to pay to a
rented liability. There is no greater feeling
than having a client send me a picture of their
new $0 energy bill or their annual check for
overproduction from Xcel. The increasing rates
from CORE, Xcel, and other energy utility companies allow me to give my clients significant
savings in their first year, build equity, and more
importantly take ownership of their energy.
When battery technology becomes more affordable, I know I will help folks further transition
to energy independence. I have spent time discussing the numerous financial benefits, but
have not discussed how energy efficient solar is
or how our solar systems work. This article is
dedicated to the nuts and bolts of our systems
and working with Valor Roof and Solar.
Currently, 40% of the energy Coloradans use
is from coal power plants. There are multiple
steps required to get the coal to the power plant.
First, a minable location must exist, then coal
mined out of the ground, next the coal needs
to be washed/refined and finally transported to
the power plant. After all that effort, the power
plant can finally start producing energy. After
energy is created by the plant, it must again be
transported tens if not hundreds of miles to our
homes. Between the energy it takes to find the
coal, power the plant, and transport the energy
to your home, a significant amount of that initial energy is lost.
With solar, the energy source is the sun,
which rises every day. The “power plant” is
the panels on your roof, so the transportation

lines are greatly reduced from
Tier 3. Only 2% of solar manhundreds of miles to feet. The
ufacturers are considered Tier 1
energy travels to an inverter that
based on specific and stringent
converts the direct current (DC)
requirements. Valor Roof and
energy into alternating current
Solar believes in giving its cus(AC), the usage for your housetomers the best product for the
hold. From the inverter, your
best price.
solar energy connects to your
For the next 25 years, Valor
electrical panel and powers
is going to be your partner. We
all your current energy needs.
provide around-the-clock mainAny excess energy is diverted
tenance and monitoring. You
to the grid. At this point, some
will have access to an app that
folks decide to install a battery
will show how each individual
system. The battery system
panel is performing. Typically,
The process
exists between the electrical
if something needs repair, we
panel and the grid. This allows
will know and have the parts
to go solar is
your excess energy to charge
ordered before you even receive
very simple.
your battery, before supplying
an alert about a potential probthe grid. Then if the grid “goes
lem. We also provide a 25-year
down” your battery will feed into your electrical money-backed production guarantee. This
panel to power your house. A net meter is then means your system will produce what we say
positioned to track how much energy you use it will or you will get a check for the difference.
versus how much you produce. The net meter Our 25-year warranty covers all workmanship,
rolls backwards during high production times labor costs, mechanical, and electrical failures.
and goes forward during consumption periods. Our claim process is streamlined, and our cliWe only install Tier 1 panels. Tier 1 panels ents never pay for service.
have been tried and tested. The panel manufacNot all solar companies are created equal.
turer has dedicated a significant amount more Everyone knows a great doctor, a good doctor,
of their resources into the research and devel- and a “rather not” doctor. This is the same in
opment of their panels compared to tier 2 and the solar industry. What sets us apart is our
tier 3. These tests focus on panel efficiency, the commitment to customer satisfaction. There
ability of the panels to handle hail, the ability is no other Colorado roof and solar company
of the panels to handle wind, and production that has a 5-star rating on Google. Most folks
value. This is evident by the extended warran- in sales pass off their clients after the contract
ties Tier 1 panels have compared to Tier 2 or is signed. I continue to be a resource to my

“

”

clients, keeping in contact with them weekly
on the progress of their solar installation. Our
goal is to make our clients feel like we communicate too much with them. I am not sure how
many employees of Tesla have Elon’s number,
but each member of Valor Roof and Solar has
our owners’ number and can utilize them as a
resource anytime. We are locally owned and
Colorado residents. We started as a roofing
company, so first and foremost we will take
exceptional care of your roof. We complete a
complimentary roof inspection on all our solar
installations. During this inspection, we perform repairs to extend the life of your roof, free
to our clients.
Overall, the process to go solar is very
simple. You find a reputable company to work
with, the permits are submitted and installation begins. Your energy savings is immediate
and long lasting. Each system is unique and
requires thoughtful consideration to ensure the
homeowners needs and wants are adequately
met. I cannot wait to see your $0 energy bill!
Installing solar makes financial sense all day
every day in Colorado. With the increasing
energy prices, our sunny weather, buyback
programs, and government incentives, solar
installers can’t keep up with demand, though
I try. I look forward to working with you,
building your solar system to fit your needs,
and seeing how much money I can save you.
Brooke White, Solar Systems Specialist, call
303-704-2449 or the office at 303-770-7663.

Brody and Elsa.
..SMILE!!

choli
JubaLee and A
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Such short little lives our
“pets
have to spend with
us, and they spend most of
it waiting for us to come
home each day.
It is amazing how much
love and laughter they
bring into our lives and
even how much closer we
become with each other
because of them.
— John Grogan

”

Chili’s girlfriend
!

Chili

You cannot share
“your
life with a
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dog, as I had done
in Bournemouth,
or a cat, and not
know perfectly well
that animals have
personalities and
minds and feelings.
— Jane Goodall

”

My donkeys:
Cowgirl and Coco,
Tilly and Wheeler,
Wheeler, Coco and
Cowgirl, and Poppy.

The white /gre
y is Delsey, th
e pony is
Little Bit, and
the other old b
oy is Diesel.

Sweet Pea and Tiamo in Marble, CO. Tiamo,
you were much loved...and are much missed.

Padiddle, born
with only one e
ye

Tinka

Josie is our 4-year-old cat

cats because I enjoy my home; and
“littleI loveby little,
they become its visible soul.
”
— Jean Cocteau
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— ON THE MOVE FITNESS —

Trying to Get in Shape?
Consider an Event!
BY DEB BROWN, NSCA-CPT, CNS, CWC

your workouts in takes on new meaning because
“Getting
there is now a larger goal — to complete the event.
”

If you are trying to get in shape
completing your first Sprint
and/or lose weight, consider
Triathlon will at first seem like
participating in an event. It
an unreachable (and somedoesn’t matter how intense the
what scary!) goal. After weeks/
event is: it could be a 35-mile
months of steady training, all
cycling event like the Elephant
of a sudden, there you are on
Rock or a local 5K walk/run.
event day! It is so exciting and
Something special happens
exhilarating to be swimming/
when you fill out a registrabiking/running next to your
tion form to enter the event,
fellow athletes and to think
plunk down your registration
“I am doing this!” The warm
fee and mark the date on your
glow of accomplishment and
calendar. You get focused, you
the pride you will feel after
Deb on an 8-mile hike!
get committed and you start
an event is amazing! You start
talking about it with friends and family. It fills thinking about what other events you might
you with energy and motivation. Getting your like to do — events that you may never have
workouts in takes on new meaning because even considered before.
there is now a larger goal — to complete the
Participating in an event also provides an
event. You will tend to work harder and push excellent boost to your self esteem. Moms,
yourself further if you know you have an especially, benefit because we are all so busy
event coming up in a few weeks. Also, you taking care of everyone else that it is refreshwill start focusing less on the number that you ing to take time for ourselves to work at a
see on the scale and focusing more on how goal and achieve it. Also, if the event is to
much farther you can run or bike today.
raise funds (for example, the Susan G. Komen
Training for an event will also encourage Race for the Cure), it just makes you feel that
you to eat “cleaner.” When you eat healthy, much better to be able to make a difference,
with an eye toward fueling your body for your no matter how small.
workouts, you are less tempted to eat junk. It
So, if you would like to jump start and
will show up in tomorrow’s workout by slow- improve your fitness levels or support an
ing you down and making you feel more tired. ongoing weight-loss plan, consider signing up
Signing up for an event encourages you for an event. Check out active.com for events
to get out of your comfort zone. If you have coming up in Denver and get out there!!
never participated in a triathlon for example,
If you would like our help in training for an event, please call On The Move Fitness at
303-816-1426 or visit www.onthemovefitness.com. Our studio is located on the frontage
road in Aspen Park and we offer a complimentary Initial Consultation.

The best
“therapist
has fur and
four legs.

”

Kristin and Goo
se

us pet rat.
Doha, my precio
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Penny for your thoughts

Advertise with

LAKE ARTHUR’S
FIRST GARBAGE
TRUCK

and grow
your business!

Juba the
Dog: Going
Semiaquatic
BY PENNY RANDELL

The town went abuzz with anticipation and delight.
“EXCERPTS
”
FROM THE NEWLY-PUBLISHED BECOMING CHARLIE: A MEMOIR
WRITTEN BY CHARLES MONLEZUN FOR HIS GRANDDAUGHTER CHARLIE BLEU

P

rior to about 1957, my hometown got
along with a garbage system that went
something like this. Two workers went
around town, throwing the contents of citizens’
garbage cans onto the back of a flatbed truck.
The truck bed had containment boards about
two feet high around its four sides. When full,
the truck was driven a short distance out of
town, with the garbage to be dumped along
either side of a short, dead-end road, leaving
the garbage to seep into a shallow aquifer and
open ditches. The entire length of that little
road ran just a few feet from and alongside the
Mermentau River. There was a lot of seepage.
About every sixty days, the town paid Dad
a negotiated fee to use our dozer and operator to simply push the smelly mounds farther
back from the road, thus moving the refuse
always closer to the river. Yes, I drew the short
straw for that job on one occasion to operate
the dozer. It was not a pleasant way to spend a
95 degree day. The dead animals were putrid.
So, one step at a time. The City Council,
in its wisdom, decided to first tackle the issue
of the garbage truck, rather than the larger
environmental health issue of the dump
site. Oh well, progress is not always logical

in its march forward. The problem with the
proposed garbage truck was how to get one
down to Lake Arthur when they were fabricated, assembled, and mounted in Oshkosh,
Wis. Our City Council met and met and met.
Enter Lee J. Monlezun. Pop brought a road
atlas to the meeting. He offered the services
of two of his drivers, paid by the City Council
at our drivers’ normal salary from Dad. He
connected the travel dots: A one-way car ride
to New Orleans. A plane flight: New Orleans
to Chicago, Chicago to Milwaukee. The truck
plant would drive them from Milwaukee to
Oshkosh. The men would then team drive,
non-stop, from Oshkosh back to Lake Arthur.
Within one week of leaving home, they would
be back with a brand new garbage truck that
would arrive with about 1,200 miles on the
odometer and two tired Cajuns in its cab.
But who would be selected? Dad tapped
Eras Dupuis and Doris Doucet, two trusted
employees. Neither Eras nor Doris had ever
flown, but heck, should they break down in
a French-speaking town en route south, they
would get along quite well, thank you.
They left with not much notice. They arrived
in Oshkosh to make a collect call to Dad, who

promptly notified our mayor, Don Jones.
Word spread around town, “Dey sleep tonight
up nort. Din, dey comin’ home!”
After a proper walk-around and thorough orientation, Eras and Doris aimed her
due south. With a cooler of sandwiches and
some thin, northern coffee, they never let up.
Drive-sleep-pee.
About thirty hours later, another collect call
to Dad confirmed their ETA to be a couple
of hours. The town went abuzz with anticipation and delight. Main St. started to fill.
Everybody’s neck was turned to the stoplight
at Fletcher’s Garage.
“Here dey come!”
With horn blowing and all lights on, Eras
and Doris turned onto the Main St. boulevard
to cheers and stares upon this bulbous beast
of a rolling machine. Was it a Trojan horse or
was it a genuine gift of unknown technological wonder? It couldn’t be terribly dangerous
because, after all, two of our own had gone so
far to bring it home to us. Those tired men,
adrenalized by their admiring crowd, waved
and received the adulation they had earned.
A couple of victory laps around the boulevard
later, they parked the beast in front of City Hall,

got out, and handed over the keys to Mayor
Jones. Those guys were Charlemagne, Marco
Polo, and Charles Lindbergh all wrapped into
their new selves. It was great for the town and
great for Eras and Doris. Lake Arthur moved
forward, fixed its city dump problems, and purchased a second garbage truck when the Spirit
of Oshkosh wore out. I can still see that onetruck parade every time I see a garbage truck.
Charlie Bleu, communities move forward
because of the everyday, involved people who
live there. Wherever you may live, be involved
in that forward movement.

On Sunday, March 13th, from
2 to 4 pm, Hearthfire Books and
Treats will be hosting a book signing
for Charles Monlezun’s release of his
new book Becoming Charlie. Also on
hand will be February’s Cover Artist
and Evergreen local Amy Love who
will have a selection of cards and
larger artwork for sale. Music will
be provided by BitterSweet.

A Skeptic’s View

advertised
“Weinhave
Your Mountain

Renewable Energy
BY GARY LOFFLER
Renewable energy is a bit of a
hot topic right now, so let’s take
a look at it from a skeptic’s view.

U

sing the wind as a power source dates
back millennia. Sails have powered
boats since the Egyptians used them
to navigate the Nile in 4000 BCE. It is possible
the concept goes back even further. By the 7th
century windmills were being used to grind
wheat and pump water. There are still functional wind-powered water pumps dotting
the Midwest, though they are being replaced
by solar-powered pumps. In the 1930s electric-powered appliances were available, but
a large power grid was not, so many farms
had their own windmills providing electricity.
Eventually a national power grid was created,
offering cheaper and easier-to-use electricity.
Today we are seeing a resurgence in wind
turbines; as of 2020 they provided 8.4% of
the nation’s electrical power. Despite the very
simple concept of wind power (kinetic energy
of the wind turns a blade attached to a turbine to generate electricity), it is more tricky in
large-scale execution. A dependable wind turbine is often over 400 feet tall to help ensure
it catches consistent wind, which means it can
be seen from a considerable distance. Most of
these turbines are imported into the United
States. However, they are very energy and cost
efficient.
There are numerous studies and charts
showing installation and maintenance costs
of various electrical generation plants on the
internet. Many of the pages do not show the
date they were created, so it is hard to tell
how current the info is, but in general wind
turbines tend to be more expensive to install
but significantly cheaper to maintain. Because
wind turbines have no appreciable emissions,

“Our power grid is based on diversity and redundancy.”
they are not subject to the regulations that
coal or natural gas plants have to deal with.
There is concern about occasionally not
having enough wind to turn the rotor blades,
but this seems to be exaggerated by websites
promoting coal-fired plants and minimized
by most other sites; but it does need to be
considered.
As it stands, our power grid is based on
diversity and redundancy. It is set up so that
if one plant has to go off line for maintenance,
other plants are available to take up the slack.
The grid is nationwide and consists of multiple “balancing authorities” and interconnections to help ensure safe and dependable
power. Power for the grid comes from different types of power plants: natural gas (40%),
nuclear (20%), renewable (20%), coal (19%)
and other petroleum (1%). Having the different options for generating electricity gives the

grid a bit more flexibility. Coal-powered plants
are declining in number, with four of the
seven remaining Colorado plants scheduled
for closure by 2030. Wind-powered plants are
planned to be a key part of their replacement.
According to statista.com, there were about
1.25 million jobs in wind energy worldwide
with an estimated 85,000 American jobs, per
the American Wind Energy Association.
Many of these jobs are on wind farms,
which are frequently located in the Midwest,
Southwest, and Northeast regions of the
United States. Texas, Iowa, Oklahoma, and
California are the leading states in wind power
generating capacity, and Colorado is in the top
ten. As with any change in technology, there
is a change in available jobs. In Colorado this
looks like it will be a shift from coal mining
and transportation to wind turbine installation
and maintenance.

Your Mountain
Connection has been a
fixture in the foothills
for over 25 years.
Serving Evergreen,
Conifer, Pine, Bailey,
and the surrounding
area, Your Mountain
Connection has been
bringing positive news
and local advertising to
the foothills mountain
communities.

A consideration for any discussion of power
generation is the fuel source. One way to look
at this is to consider it as potential energy. This
is a poor analogy, as it is very sloppy usage
of the term, but it does allow for grouping
disparate fuel types and includes energy storage such as batteries into one definition. For
a coal-powered plant, its potential energy
is, obviously, coal. For a wind turbine the
potential energy is wind. Each type of plant
is contracted to provide a certain amount of
electricity to the grid; providing more than
their allotted amount incurs penalties. At a
coal-powered plant is it not obvious if they
are running at 10% capacity or 80%, as everything happens inside a massive building. If a
wind farm is running at 50% capacity, a lot of
the turbines will be not moving. This can give
the impression that wind turbines are unreliable when they are providing their contractual
amounts of electricity. The power grid is built
with redundancy so that power plants do not
have to run at 100% capacity all of the time.
It is not possible to sum up such a complex
issue as electricity generation in a few hundred
words. There are so many variables and side
issues that even touching on the a few key
points creates a “data dump” which is no fun
to read, but focusing too closely on a single
topic ignores the larger picture. Setting aside
the thousands of papers and studies done on
the subject, there is one fact we can focus on.
Renewable energy is already providing more
power to the electrical grid than coal-powered plants. Renewables are not going to completely replace natural gas or nuclear any time
soon, but they are proving themselves to be a
dependable source of energy.
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Good day to you all. I’m back
to acquaint you with one
of the most absorbing and
entertaining species that
is found here in Colorado’s
waterways, as well as coastal
areas of other states.

W

e are taking on the North American
river otter, known scientifically as
Lontra canadensis. This mammal
is semiaquatic and only lives on the North
American continent. Being a Mustelidae, they
are a member of the subfamily Lutrinae, which
is in the weasel family. They can easily be seen
on both land and in water. They make their
homes in a burrow close to the water’s edge
in rivers, lakes, swamps, tidal flats and estuary
ecosystems. These burrows, or dens, contain
many openings that allow for entrance and exit
through the waterway. This is also where the
female gives birth to her offspring.
Because of where they live, otters have an
easy time of gathering food. Naturally, fish
is their favorite meal, but they also feed on
amphibians such as salamanders and frogs.
Too, they greatly enjoy freshwater clams,
mussels, snails, small turtles and crayfish.
There are also reports of them chowing down
small animals such as mice, squirrels, birds,
and even dogs. First, they attack and eventually consume. Sadly, otter numbers have been
significantly reduced due to loss of habitat,
beginning with the European colonization of
North America. However, in some areas the
river otter has been protected, allowing only
trapping for their thick pelt. They are very
susceptible to the effects of environmental
pollution, and this alone is a strong deterrent
to reproduction, therefore equaling dwindling numbers.
The North American river otter lives up to
21 to 25 years in captivity and 8 to 13 years
in the wild. Males are larger than females,
but there are few non-sexual physical characteristics. They maintain an average weight
of about 25 pounds. Approximately one
third of their size is dedicated to their long,
tapered tail used for swimming. They are
well-designed for aquatic life with short ears
and a neck that is the same diameter as the
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head. Their legs are short and powerful and
the toes are fully webbed, completing their
streamlined profile in the water. Due to these
attributes, they aren’t able to move about on
land as well as in water. Senses of both smell
and hearing are acute, but they are quite
nearsighted and can accidentally approach
boats or people in the water, as they just
don’t see that well when above water.
The left lung of these critters is smaller
than the right. It contains only two lobes as
opposed to four on the right. This is assumed
to help with underwater swimming, along
with a trachea that is sized between that of
terrestrial carnivores and larger marine mammals. This means that the trachea is approximately a quarter of their body length and,
again, allows for extreme diving. River otters
have 36 specialized teeth, which include
sharp canines and carnassials that are used to
capture and kill prey. They have large molars
that are utilized for crushing shells of mollusks, and most have pre-molars designed
solely for chewing.
These animals are active year-round, especially at dawn and dusk. In winter these guys
are usually more active in the day, and the
other three seasons find them more active
at night. In their effort to find food, they
can migrate long distances, but they do not
migrate annually. When searching for new
homes, they settle in areas that are lush with
vegetation, rock piles and most of all, sufficient coverage for hiding. When swimming,
they use their short legs, alternating between
front and back legs depending on the gait.
As with the dolphin, they employ their body
and tail for the wave-like movement that
helps them swim. That massive tail is used
for stability while swimming and for short
bursts of propulsion when chasing prey. On
land, the otter can walk, run, bound, or slide.
Sliding occurs mostly on even surfaces of
snow and ice, but can also happen on grassy
slopes and mud banks. This is an efficient
means of travel, and they can traverse long
distances doing so. Highly mobile, otters can
travel up to 26 miles in one day, although
winter means less travel.
River otters are known for their sense of
play, and they are delightful to watch. This
play is a constant wrestling and chasing of
each other, which entertains as well as teaching hunting and survival skills. All otters
play, but studies reveal it is the younger ones
that mostly engage. As for hunting, prey is
usually acquired through an ambush and a
lunge after a long chase. They can remain
submerged for almost four minutes and swim
approaching 6.8 miles per hour, with a range
of up to 440 yards while underwater. Some
of these guys even share food when fishing.
Small fish are eaten at the surface, and larger
ones are taken to the shore to be consumed.
The North American river otter is much
more social than other mustelids. Beginning
with the female and her offspring, otters
develop a social organization over time.
Adult males also establish long-lasting social
groups, which have been documented as
having more than 17 members. Coastal areas
provide needed burrows, and males often
remain within an established group even
during the estrous period of females. Others,

called helpers, may remain in a group that
is not family. Unrelated adults, yearlings
and juveniles make up many of these units,
often leaving in search of other groups. Males
tend to travel more and make more ties with
others than females. However, when females
do travel, the distance is often farther than
any male. The groups often travel and hunt
together. It has been proven that these animals are not territorial. They can be seen
playing and grooming others that are outside
their social grouping. I mean, these critters
are WAY peaceful.
River otters communicate through smell
and sound. Groups that are formed communicate with other established groups by scent
marking. This is accomplished through feces,
urine and sometimes even anal sac secretions.
Should an otter become angry or scared, they
often release a musk fragrance from their
scent glands. When bothered these animals
can cause a ruckus with their snarling growl,
or hissing bark. If in pain they will scream,
sounding a somewhat shrill whistle. They
also vocalize with a purr when playing or
traveling, but it’s the low-frequency chuckling that they are most famous for.
The river otters are polygynous and males
will mate with many different females.
Females do not reproduce until they have
passed two years of age. Males, too, are not
sexually mature until two years. Breeding
season is typically from December to April.
Breeding can last anywhere from 17 to 73
minutes, taking place either in or out of the
water. This copulation is vigorous and often
interrupted for rest. Female estrus only lasts
a month and gestation lasts 61 to 63 days.
Implantation is usually delayed for eight
months, and the birth of the babies may not
happen for 10 to 12 months after copulation.
The females begin to search out places to
have their babies in early spring. The den is
often dug by other animals, such as a weasel,
and she can take advantage thereof. Mothers
wait to give birth until their domain is safe
and secure.
Birthing can take up to eight hours, and
babies are born between February and April.
Litters range from one to three, and pups are
born furry, blind, and toothless, weighing
around five ounces.
These pups are pretty much raised by the
mother. Newborns begin to play around five
to six weeks and begin to ingest solid food
around nine to ten weeks. She will introduce
them to water around two months, when
their fur is fully developed. Being natural
swimmers, no lessons are required and they
fare well on their own.
Information regarding the North American
river otter is continuously available. Colorado
Parks and Wildlife keep their website full of
facts about these amazing critters. If you have
a desire to see one perhaps this article will
help. At least now you know where to look. If
you do find them, take a moment and watch
them play. They are truly entertaining.
That’s it for this time. Enjoy and watch for
spring through our precious animals. They
will be out cavorting very soon now. Once
again, Juba signing out and looking forward
to the next issue of the highly informative
Your Mountain Connection.
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connection to the past

Dogs, Dogs, Dogs
K9 First Aid
BY CATHY KOWALSKI

E

Business card for Marquette-Williams Sanitarium

Dr. Josepha Williams

Dr. Jo at Camp Neosho living room in her elder years

DR. JOSEPHA WILLIAMS DOUGLAS

ven with the best care, things happen.
Being prepared gives you the opportunity to have the best possible outcome.
Anyone who has ever had a dog knows that
dogs can have accidents; they can break a leg,
tear a toenail, cut a pad, eat something they
shouldn’t — the list is endless.
It is important to have your vet’s phone
number and an emergency vet’s information available on your phone. If you are out
of town and have a pet sitter, these numbers
should be shared before you leave.
Most reasons to take your dog to the vet
are not life threatening; however, knowing
how to handle the life-threatening types can
put your mind at ease. CPR, cardiopulmonary
resuscitation, just like in humans, can save a
dog’s life. Chest compressions can be applied
if your dog is not breathing or you can’t find a
heartbeat. Not breathing causes oxygen levels
in the blood to drop, causing vital organs to
fail, resulting in brain damage. Emergencies
usually occur when you don’t have immediate
access to a vet. The first thing you want to
do is contact your vet or emergency animal
hospital and let them know you are on
your way. Remember there is no ambulance
coming to help your dog — it’s all up to you,
and the most important thing for a positive
outcome is to get your dog to the vet. Your
dog may have experienced trauma, may have
choked on something, or the reason may not
be obvious.
Be aware that CPR done on a healthy dog
can be hazardous, so make absolutely sure
that your dog is NOT BREATHING. You want
to stay calm and make sure the dog’s airway
is clear. Check to see if your dog is breathing
by watching to see if the chest is moving. You
can place your cheek next to their nose to see
if you can feel air. If your dog is breathing,
CPR should not be done. Next you want to

check for a heartbeat by placing your dog on
their right side and feeling where the elbow
touches the chest.
I am not going to go into how to do CPR on
a dog; I’m not qualified! However, I am going
to tell you about an opportunity to take a K9
First Aid and CPR class through K9 Educators.
There are two classes, the Dog Owners course,
and the Pet Sitters course. These are online
education classes where you learn at your
own pace. You will be required to submit
videos, and the instructors will give real oneon-one feedback. You can register for classes
at www.k9educators.com. K9 Educators will
donate $20 for each registration that uses the
promo code Faithfully — win win!
The classes also include first aid training containing safety practices, first aid kits,
normal vital signs, dog behavior, how to
restrain and muzzle, bleeding control, tail
wounds, bleeding ears, eye injuries, pad injuries, puncture wounds, lameness, dog fights,
vomiting, seizures, diabetes, heat and cold
emergencies, abdominal wounds, broken
toenails, electrical injuries, snakes, skunks,
scorpions, bite safety with children, choking,
bloat, and poisons.
According to the ASPCA, 1 in 4 dogs could
have a better outcome if, prior to arriving at
the vet clinic, first aid was applied.
Being prepared through these CPR and
First Aid classes can give you the self confidence needed when an emergency arises. You
will be able to help your dog until you can get
them the medical attention they need.
Cathy is the Executive
Director and trainer at
Faithfully K9 Service
Dogs and Dog Training.
Call 970-591-3205
or visit the website
www.faithfullyk9.com.

BY ELAINE HAYDEN | EVERGREEN MOUNTAIN AREA HISTORICAL SOCIETY

of Dr. Josepha Williams Douglas, one of Colorado’s first female doctors
“Evergreen can boast
and owner of Camp Neosho, now the Hiwan Museum.
”
In recognition of Women’s
History Month, it is appropriate
to recognize and honor Dr.
Josepha Williams Douglas for
her contributions to health
care in early Colorado.

T

o some, the thought of a woman doctor
pioneering medical practice in Colorado
immediately brings the image to mind
of Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman, a fictional
character made popular in a television series
in the 1990s. Far from the fancifully created
character of Dr. Quinn are the dedicated pioneering doctors, Dr. Josepha Williams Douglas
(1860 – 1938) and Dr. Susan Anderson
(1870 – 1960), who is widely known affectionately as Doc Susie of the Fraser Valley. Both are
women of notable achievement in the field of
medicine in Colorado’s history. In closer proximity to our mountain area, Evergreen can
boast of Dr. Josepha Williams Douglas, one of
Colorado’s first female doctors and owner of
Camp Neosho, now the Hiwan Museum. Her
philanthropy and dedication to medicine have
garnered her a place in the annals of healthcare
in Colorado’s history. Dr. Josepha Williams (Dr.
Jo) and Dr. Susan Anderson (Doc Susie) indeed
were pioneers in medicine, owing to the fact
that it was very rare for women to be admitted
to medical schools in the late 1800s. So rare
were female doctors that in 1880 there were
estimated to be just over 500 licensed female
doctors in the United States. By the turn of the
century that number rose significantly, including Dr. Josepha Williams adding her name to
the ranks in 1889.
Dr. Jo had completed her medical schooling and earned her Colorado medical license
in 1889, well before Doc Susie entered the
University of Michigan Medical School in
1893. Dr. Josepha Williams trained and
earned her degree from Gross Medical College

in Denver, making her a product of a Colorado area of Denver near Colfax Avenue and Pearl
training institution. Dr. Jo received additional Street, the once bustling center of Denver
training from Belleview Hospital in New York government, business and residential preferand worked for a time at the Women’s Medical ence. Sanitarium business cards advertised,
College of the New York Infirmary for Women “A private sanitarium situated in the most
and Children.
desirable residence portion of Denver.” In
In an unavailable-for-publication photo 1892, not long after opening the sanitarium,
from the Gross Medical School class of 1890, Williams and Marquette established what was
there were only two women students in the likely the first nurse training school located
class of 27. The Gross and Denver Medical in Colorado at the Pearl Street location.
Colleges merged to create the Denver and Gross Dr. Josepha Williams joined the Colorado
College of Medicine in 1903. The consolidated Medical Society in 1894 and remained on the
college moved to the University of Denver Marquette-Williams Sanitarium Board, acted
campus. According to www.duarchives.edu, as director of the sanitarium and taught at the
the entire medical school was then transferred nurse training school until its closing in 1897.
to the University of
While the sanitarColorado in Boulder
ium demanded much
Jefferson County recognized of Dr. Jo’s time, she
in 1912 with a subsequent move back to
carved out a life in
Dr. Jo’s achievements and
Denver in 1925 as the
by purhonored her as a distinctive Evergreen
Colorado University
chasing property and
College of Medicine.
developing
Camp
‘Woman in History’ in 1985.
Colorado’s high-alNeosho in 1893,
titude climate of dry
presently the Hiwan
but cool air aided in the comfort of tuber- Museum, where she spent many restful days.
culosis (TB) sufferers. Many people came to Although Dr. Jo felt the pursuit and interest
Colorado to convalesce at centers established in medicine was of utmost importance in
at what is now Lutheran, Swedish, National her life, she was also extremely devoted to
Jewish and Porter Hospitals, among others. the teachings of her Episcopal faith. She and
By 1911, Colorado ranked first in the West her mother, Mary Neosho Williams, were
in the collective number of beds in various generous in their financial and devotional
sanitariums that treated TB patients. While support of the Episcopal Church. Dr. Jo and
many sanitariums had been established in the her mother dedicated time and funding to
Denver area, in 1891, Dr. Jo recognized a need the advancement and establishment of the
for a private facility that would offer addi- Mission of the Redeemer, a largely Africantional facilities for tuberculosis patients and American Episcopal congregation at 10th and
joined forces with a friend and recent grad- Lawrence St. in Denver in 1893. Philanthropic
uate of Gross Medical College, Dr. Madeline endeavors also included property and
Marquette. Together these women estab- finances supplied to develop the Evergreen
lished the Marquette-Williams Sanitarium at Conference Liturgical Music Camp and the
1542 Pearl Street in Denver, offering care and Episcopal Mission of the Transfiguration
treatment for sufferers of consumption. The that would later become the Church of the
building that housed the Marquette-Williams Transfiguration in Evergreen.
Sanitarium remains today in the Capitol Hill
Dr. Josepha Williams married Charles

“

”

Winfred Douglas in 1896 in a ceremony performed at the Marquette-Williams Sanitarium
in Denver. Douglas was an Episcopalian clergyman based at St. John’s Cathedral in Denver.
The couple soon established themselves in the
Evergreen community through their support
of the local Episcopal congregation and other
philanthropic undertakings. As was common
with many female physicians of the era, Dr.
Jo discontinued her medical practices after she
married. One son, Frederic, commonly known
as Eric, was born to the Douglases in 1897.
Through his studies and interest in Native art,
Eric would become a renowned expert and
collector of Native art and eventually became
the curator of the Native American Arts collection at Chappell House and the Denver Art
Museum.
Dr. Jo did not practice medicine in
Evergreen, but it has been suggested that some
of Dr. Jo’s patients from Denver were invited
to Evergreen to enjoy a brief respite in the
walled tents that had been erected in the grove
adjoining the Camp Neosho, now Hiwan
Heritage Grove.
Jefferson County recognized Dr. Jo’s
achievements and honored her as a distinctive
“Woman in History” in 1985. Her legacy and
benevolence live on not solely in Evergreen’s
Hiwan Museum and the Episcopal Church of
the Transfiguration, but they are also evident
in the history of tuberculosis patient care in
Colorado and her tenacity in earning her medical degree in 1889, paving the way for many
women to follow.
Source material: EMAHS history archives
and website: duarchives.edu
The Evergreen Mtn. Area Historical Society
is your local history resource. Visit our
website at jchscolorado.org and like
us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/
JCHSCOLORADO/
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PET THERAPY

BY ANNE VICKSTROM

“Dogs don’t criticize, don’t get grumpy, don’t complain about their day at work.”

R

emember two years ago? You know,
when you went about your business
and might have felt someone was rude
if they sneezed without covering their face
but you certainly didn’t freak out. Remember
when it was okay to go to a restaurant, go to
the movies, go to a party, go to a game, just
GO? All that going meant your house was dark,
quiet, and empty. But when the day came — to
my mind, March 12 — when we were all told
to go home and to stay put, our dark, quiet,
and empty homes no longer felt like a retreat
from life’s activity, but a cell of confinement.
How were we going to make it through this
time? Over 23 million Americans decided the
answer was to adopt a pet. Think of it — over
23 million of us are happier, healthier and less
stressed.
Even better news: with pandemic restrictions lifting, the ASPCA surveyed and found
90 percent of new dog parents and 85 percent
for cat parents plan to keep their new family
members, despite the cost of vet care, food,
and of course, toys.
While any pet owner can tell you that having
a pet provides company, those furry critters do
a lot more for us physically and emotionally
than we may give them credit. Pet parents
experience less depression than those without hair on their furniture and clothing, and
they have lower blood pressure during stress.
It was found that even those with borderline
hypertension saw lower levels after adopting a
dog. Post-heart-attack patients with dogs survive longer than those without a pooch. Just

Any pet owner can tell you that having a pet provides
“
company, those furry critters do a lot more for us physically
and emotionally than we may give them credit.
”

playing with a pet can elevate serotonin and
dopamine — allowing us to be calm and relax.
Those over 65 visit the doctor 30 percent less
than those without four-legged kids.
Naturally, one of the reasons our health
benefits from loving an animal in our home
is the human need for touch. Prison programs
where inmates interact with pets have shown
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long-term positive behavior changes. Petting
an animal can calm and sooth a stressed or
anxious person.
There are endless articles about how pets
can positively affect you by increasing exercise,
providing companionship, interacting more
often with other people, reducing anxiety,
adding structure to your life, and providing

stress relief. That’s all well and good, but here’s
what’s really going on — in laymen’s terms.
When I come home, I know as soon as the
garage door opens that there is a little black
dachshund jumping down from my nicely
made bed, searching for his favorite toy, and
tearing down the stairs to greet me, tail wagging when I open the door. I know that for the
rest of the evening, every time I go to another
room in the house, he’ll be with me. He’ll sit
and watch me do laundry, he’ll be at my feet
as I chop veggies for dinner, he’ll accompany
me to the garage as I dump the recycles into
the green bin, he’ll cuddle up beside me, pulling the blanket over his head as I sit and read.
When I say “night night” (oh, come on, I know
others talk like that to their dogs, too) he’ll
jump up and escort me to bed, snuggling into
his bed, but not settling in until I scratch his
ear and say goodnight.
Dogs don’t criticize, don’t get grumpy, don’t
complain about their day at work. You can get
angry at them, and they’ll still love you. You
can even leave them alone at home now that
you can go out and “dog gone it,” they’ll still
be at the door when you come home.
Anne Vickstrom’s first writing gig was right
here at Your Mountain Connection. She has
written for national and regional publications
and has published books. She loves living in
Evergreen where she and her husband raised
their three children and six dogs.
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Poet ’s corner

And on the 9th day God looked down on his wide eyed children and said,
“They need a companion.”
So God made a Dog.
God said, “I need somebody to wake up and give kisses, pee on a tree, sleep all
day, wake up again, give more kisses, then stay up until midnight, basking in
the glow of the television.”
So God made a Dog.
God said, “I need somebody willing to sit, then stay, then roll over, then with
no ego or complaint dress in hats they do not need and costumes they do not
understand. I need somebody who can break wind without a first or second
thought. Who can chase tails, sniff crotches, fetch sticks, and lift spirits with a
lick. Somebody who no matter what you didn’t do or couldn’t take or didn’t win
or couldn’t make, will love you without judgment just the same.”
So God made a Dog.
God said, “I need somebody strong enough to pull sleds and find bombs and yet
gentle enough to love babies and lead the blind. Somebody that will spend all
day on a couch with a resting head and supportive eyes for the broken heart.”
So God made a Dog.
It had to be somebody who would remain patient and loyal even through
loneliness; somebody to care, cuddle, snuggle, and nuzzle and cheer and charm
and snore and slobber and eat the trash and chase the squirrels. Somebody who
would bring the family together with an open heart. Somebody to bark, and
then pant and then reply with the rapid wag of a tail, when their best friend
says, “let’s go for a ride in the car.”
So God made a Dog.
God said, “I need somebody who would stand at your side when the world
around you collapses. Somebody to lie next to you during the long nights of
pain and sorrow when it hurts to move, to talk, or think, or be. Somebody to
stand guard, play games, snore for hours and repeat as needed. Somebody to
give you strength when you have none of your own. Somebody to fight when
you have no fight left, to hold onto your soul as if it were their favorite toy,
playing tug of war to keep you in this world. Somebody to be your companion
and guide in this world and the next. Somebody to wait for you on the other
side or stand guard in your absence until they can join you for eternity.
So God made a Dog.
— Paul Owens

Snowball
BY JEFF SMITH

On a knoll she stood,
Ears blown back by the same wind
That swirled the dark green
Prairie grass beneath her belly.
Tail wagging to an excited beat
And front paws prancing
With friendly anticipation,
Her eyes sparkled in the sun,
Reflecting the white pillow clouds
That match her fur.
She barked a high-pitched yip and
Crouched in a playful pounce position.

Y

Standing again, her apparent smile
Remained as she repeated her message
And turned to run
Through the wind-blown
Waves of the meadow
To join her companion.
They stopped and looked back
And barked in unison, then turned and
Ran with a rabbit-like bounce
In the wild flowers.
Goodbye, Snowball.
Go play. I will miss you.

our Mountain Connection recognizes the talent

and creativity of our mountain neighbors. Each month
we invite local artists, photographers, poets, and writers
to submit their work for consideration in Your Mountain
Connection. We will choose submissions that best fit our
monthly theme to be featured on our cover with a small
recognition article inside the paper. We also might include
a small feature article inside the paper, space providing. We
look forward to each and every submission...thank you!
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Jeff’s favorites

The Pretender
BY JACKSON BROWNE

I’m going to rent myself a house
In the shade of the freeway
Gonna pack my lunch in the morning
And go to work each day
And when the evening rolls around
I’ll go on home and lay my body down
And when the morning light
comes streaming in
I’ll get up and do it again
Amen. Say it again. Amen.
I want to know what became
of the changes
We waited for love to bring
Were they only the fitful dreams
Of some greater awakening?
I’ve been aware of the time going by
They say in the end
it’s the wink of an eye
When the morning light
comes streaming in
You’ll get up and do it again
Amen.
Caught between the longing for love
And the struggle for the legal tender
Where the sirens sing
and the church bells ring
And the junk man pounds his fender.
Where the veterans dream of the fight
Fast asleep at the traffic light
And the children solemnly wait
For the ice cream vendor
Out into the cool of the evening
Strolls the Pretender
He knows that all his hopes and dreams
Begin and end there

Ah the laughter of the lovers
As they run through the night
Leaving nothing for the others
But to choose off and fight
And tear at the world
with all their might
While the ships bearing their dreams
Sail out of sight
I’m gonna find myself a girl
Who can show me what laughter means
And we’ll fill in the missing colors
In each other’s paint-by-number dreams
And then we’ll put our dark glasses on
And we’ll make love
until our strength is gone
And when the morning light
comes streaming in
We’ll get up and do it again
Get it up again
I’m gonna be a happy idiot
And struggle for the legal tender
Where the ads take aim
and lay their claim
To the heart and the soul of the spender
And believe in whatever may lie
In those things that money can buy
Where true love
could have been a contender
Are you there?
Say a prayer for the Pretender.
Who started out so young and strong
Only to surrender.
Say a prayer for the pretender
Are you there for the pretender?
Are you prepared for the pretender?

Source: Musixmatch • Songwriter: Jackson Browne
The Pretender lyrics © Warner Bros Music A Div Of Warner Bros Inc.

If I Should Fall Behind
BY BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN

We said we’d walk together
baby come what may
That come the twilight
should we lose our way
If as we’re walking
a hand should slip free
I’ll wait for you
And should I fall behind
Wait for me
We swore we’d travel together,
darlin’ side by side
We’d help each other stay in stride
But each lover’s steps fall so differently
But I’ll wait for you
And if I should fall behind
Wait for me
Now everyone dreams of
a love lasting and true
Oh, but you and I know
what this world can do
So let’s make our steps clear
that the other may see

Firth of Forth and Other Oddities
BY FRANCESCA ARNIOTES

Vegetarians, please look away.

S

it down with me and enjoy some forfar
bridies, clootie dumplings, stovies, cullen
skink and finnan haddie, with perhaps
some pitcaithly bannock or petticoat tails
for dessert. For all the colorful nature of the
names, traditional Scottish food is an incredibly simple affair based on root vegetables,
fish, lamb, and beef, some dairy and oats, put
together without much fuss, few seasonings,
made and served with loads of warmth and
love. With more sheep than people, Scotland’s
modern pub menus offer wonderful savory
pies and broiled chops along with batter-fried
fish too big for the plate and sticky toffee pudding. Hearty, satisfying, mostly standard wherever you are.

Haggis is considered Scotland’s national
dish. Robert Burns wrote a poem “Address To
a Haggis.” When it is served at banquets, its
entrance to the dining room is accompanied
by an escort of bagpipers. My first encounter with haggis was in the little butcher shop
near our flat in Edinburgh when we first
arrived in Scotland. An open case was piled
high with neat brown balls of various sizes,
sheep’s stomachs filled with…whatever the
heck haggis is, ready to be boiled up by home
cooks in our neighborhood’s kitchens. Alas
for me, it was too soon. I was too green in the

SORTA-LIKE HAGGIS WITH NEEPS (OR SWEDE) AND TATTIES
¾ lb ground lamb
¼ lb 75 – 80% lean ground beef
½ lb chicken livers
4 tablespoons butter
1 onion
½ teaspoon ground black pepper
¾ teaspoon ground coriander
¾ teaspoon nutmeg
1 teaspoon allspice
¼ teaspoon cinnamon
1 cup stock
4 oz steel cut oats
Preheat oven to 350.
Finely dice onion.
Trim the connective bits from the chicken
livers and roughly chop. 15 minutes in the
freezer ahead of time makes this easier.
Melt 1T butter in a large skillet, or LeCreuset
if you have one, and brown the meat and
the livers. Add another 1T butter to the pan
and add the onions, cook about 2 minutes.
Adjust flame so they do not brown. Stir in
the spices and cook another minute. Add
the stock, turn down the heat and simmer,
covered, for 15 mins.
ways of the Scottish kitchen, and my traveling companions were unprepared for such a
culinary leap in those first days of our monthlong adventure. I tasted my first haggis at a
little pub in Drumnadrochit, and I fell in love
with it. It was served with tatties — the most
lovely minced potatoes — and the quantity
of both laid upon the table in front of me
was plainly embarrassing. Of course I rose
to the occasion and finished every bit, as
though preparing to single handedly tote our
barge along the Caledonian Canal into Loch
Ness the next day. Perfectly spiced, perfectly
balanced, perfect texture…it was divine.
Traditionally haggis is made from lamb’s
“pluck” — heart, liver and lungs — boiled in

Off the heat, add the oats and another 2T
butter, mix well and transfer to a baking
dish if you aren’t using the LeCreuset. Cover
the dish and put in the oven for 30 mins.
Remove the lid and cook another 10 mins.
While haggis is cooking, boil peeled, chunked potatoes and rutabagas if you want
“swede” or turnips if you fancy “neeps,” in
salted water. When tender, mash each separately with butter and milk. Add salt to taste
and serve alongside your “sorta” haggis.
salt water and then minced, or grated in the
case of the liver, seasoned with salt, pepper,
nutmeg, cayenne, chopped onion, and mixed
with chopped beef suet and oats. A glassful of good gravy is added before filling a
cleaned and inside-out sheep’s stomach to
half, pricked with a needle and sewn up. You
can only eat traditional haggis in Scotland. If
you’re curious, try this benign version — no
offal involved, though I think heart, liver, and
tongue are very good. (Sorry to shock you,
vegetarians who didn’t heed my warning.)
We can’t get lamb lungs in the US anyway, as
my Greek inlaws have lamented for the past
45 years. They miss this special Easter soup,
you see. But I digress.

As living in a state of emergency shifts to
living with just another endemic disease, you
might be eager to travel again. Please consider
Scotland and absolutely include a few days in
the Mainland in Orkney, an archipelago about
10 miles north of northernmost Scotland,
which has been inhabited for almost 9,000
years. There, a 5000-year-old Neolithic culture comes stunningly alive at Skara Brae,
looking into its 8 spacious houses, all identical, connected by an enclosed corridor, each
with a toilet, running water below taking
waste away, beds along the side walls, hearth
in the middle and a large shelving unit, like
a dresser, as a focal point directly opposite
the door. All this furniture remains because
it is all made of stone. The village of 50 to
100 people was occupied for 600 years and
would have appeared as a mound with eight
bumps — the roofs of the houses poking up
above the midden the village was built into.
It was discovered by local people after heavy
storm seas washed away the seashore and
exposed one of the houses in 1850. The sea is
now encroaching on the site, and the outlook
for preservation was not optimistic when we
were there. Besides Skara Brae, you can crawl
into a Viking burial mound from the 1100s,
visit no end of standing stone henges, castles, the wild landscape, quaint villages and
the kindest, happiest people anywhere. Food,
history, landscape…Scotland was one of our
most dramatic adventures.

Castles and Kitchens offers cooking
experiences at their farmhouse kitchen in
Conifer and at the 1000-year-old farmhouse
in Chianti. If you’d like to join them
for either one, go to their website www.
castlesandkitchens.com or contact Francesca or
Tom at castlesandkitchens@gmail.com.

I’ll wait for you
And if I should fall behind
Wait for me
Now there’s a beautiful river
in the valley ahead
There ‘neath the oak’s bough
soon we will wed
Should we lose each other
in the shadow of the evening trees
I’ll wait for you
Should I fall behind
Wait for me
Darlin’ I’ll wait for you
Should I fall behind
Wait for me
Yeah, I’ll wait for you
Should I fall behind
Wait for me
I’ll wait for you
Should I fall behind
Wait for me

Source: Lyrics.com • Written by: Bruce Springsteen
Lyrics © Sony/ATV Music Publishing LLC • Lyrics Licensed & Provided by LyricFind

MOUNTAIN CON N E C TIO N | Stories are contributed by local residents to inspire healthy living, happy families, and community giving. Deadline is the 16th of each month. Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.

Mr. Fish is a 3
-year-old goldfi
sh.

handsome!
Ryder looking
Our 9-year-old
boy, Ruca.
He loves the s
now and the mou
ntains!
To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

Animals don’t lie. Animals don’t criticize. If
“animals
have moody days, they handle them
better than humans do.
”
— Betty White
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Pet connections

Conifer Chamber Ribbon Cuttings and News
What Does a Chamber of
Commerce Do, Exactly?

Looking for their forever homes

Meadow Creek Design Studio LLC,
located at 32156 Castle Ct. #106
in Evergreen, is represented by
Catherine Berndl and Barbara
Woycik. With both professional business
and design experience, they provide
amazing designs while working to
maximize your budget, by identifying highquality products within your resources. Give
them a call to visit the beautiful showroom
and make your dream design a reality.

FROM THE COVER

For information on adopting any
of these sweet pups visit Evergreen
Animal Protective League’s (EAPL)
website: eapl.com. EAPL is a fosterbased rescue. Most of their animals
are in foster homes that range from
Denver, to Evergreen, to Northeast
Colorado — where they are loved
and cared for until they are placed in
a forever home.

MEET BODE!
If you’re looking for a running or a hiking
buddy, Bode is your new best friend! He’s a very
happy and friendly pup. He loves to play with
other dogs, but needs a playmate that would
be confident and a bit bigger than Bode. He is
obedient and smart — he immediately knew
how to ring the bell to go outside to go potty! He
loves exercise and needs a good run/walk twice
a day. He does crate well and he’s been good
overnight in a dog bed in our room. He does well
with children (over 10). NO CATS, please! He
loves to cuddle on the couch and he will follow
you from room to room. He is currently going to
doggy day care to burn off some of his energy and
he loves it.

HI! I’M STIX!
Lover at heart, I am an active dog who would
do best in a home with an active family. I can
play all day long if you would let me. I get along
with other dogs, so long as I have a proper
introduction, I mean, isn’t it a little weird to like
everyone you meet right off the bat? I am a boxer,
heeler mix (thus why it is important for me to be
able to chew on some toys to keep me occupied
when I am not playing), so no young kiddos or
kitty cats please. I just need someone who won’t
give up on me and will continue to help me be
the best dog I can be. I am currently living with a
female bully breed and doing great! I love to play.

HI EVERYBODY! I’M SHILOH!
I’m looking for my forever home, but it needs to be
the right home for me. No little kids — they frighten
me. I need someone that I can be with 24/7 and who
could take me with them wherever they go. My foster
mom thinks I was abandoned, and I now have severe
separation anxiety, so you need to know what to expect
and how to deal with it. Other dogs would be nice, but
not an absolute requirement.
From his Foster Mom: Shiloh is crate trained at night
and when we leave for errands. He knows “Sit, Down,
In Your Crate, Treat, Off, Leave It, and Go to Bed.” He is
super mellow, learning how to play tug, and absolutely
LOVES belly rubs. He very seldom barks. But if left
alone, or even with our dogs, he cries loudly. No
apartments will be considered. Shiloh is about 3 years
old, 16 pounds, neutered, and has had all his shots. Do
you have the patience to help this little guy gain some
confidence? He wants to please his person and has the
potential to be an amazing companion.

Amy Johnson of Muddy Paws Photography specializes in fine art
pet photography. She holds sessions in her studio in South Evergreen or outside in the beautiful Colorado foothills. Your dog does not have to be calm or
disciplined for Amy to get amazing pictures — really! The goal of Muddy Paws
is not only to give you beautiful images of your dog but also to help you display the images in the best way possible. They are truly pieces of art.
Amy offers complimentary sessions to any rescue dog that is trying to find
his forever family. All you have to do is bring your foster dog to Amy for a
15-minute session, and she will send the rescue organization a digital file of
the dog’s portrait for their website.
For more information visit www.muddypawsphotos.com. If you would like amazing art of your
favorite furry friend, contact Amy Johnson at 303-229-4739 or amy@muddypawsphotos.com.
Muddy Paws is located in South Evergreen near Conifer.
MOUNTAIN CON N E C TIO N | Stories are contributed by local residents to inspire healthy living, happy families, and community giving. Deadline is the 16th of each month. Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.

I often hear the statement that “I have no idea
what a Chamber of Commerce actually is”. I don’t
think many people have a full understanding
of what their local chamber of commerce does
within their community. Do you?

Build your community...

C

“

hambers have existed
July and Christmas in Conifer
Our vision is to in December, to name a
in the U.S. for more
than two centuries,
couple. All these opportucreate a thriving
with many having been estabnities are accessible to our
lished before the jurisdictions business community members and non-memthey represent. Chamber of
And we are constantly
through meaningful bers.
Commerce organizations are
working to add new oppornot one-size-fits-all, cook- connections, igniting tunities to bring together
ie-cutter structure; every
businesses and the local
growth opportunities, our
chamber is unique, with difcommunity.
ferent benefits, resources, and
In addition to the networkand advocating for
opportunities. However, all
ing and educational opportua healthy economic nities we offer, the chamber
our end goals are the same:
to serve as an influential and
works to inform, educate,
environment.
powerful voice that stands for
and advocate on behalf of our
the well-being of the local business environ- businesses and community with local, county,
ment. This includes helping to promote local and state leaders. The chamber also advocates
businesses and improve their growth.
with the community at large on behalf of the
Our goal is to create opportunities for our local businesses. For example, ribbon cutting
members to succeed. We believe in offering ceremonies call attention to new businesses
businesses unique and effective ways to grow and provide opportunities for community
their business through creative marketing, outreach. We highlight business successes
networking, education, and leadership devel- in chamber communications by celebrating
opment programs. We believe in understand- anniversaries, accolades, and new members.
ing the needs of our business community Business owners and leaders have the chance
and working to advocate on behalf of our to advocate for themselves at our events by
businesses. And we believe in working within making meaningful connections with memthe local community to promote our area and bers of the community. The more you use
create a strong link between businesses, resi- your benefits, the more value you get from
dents, and visitors! As a resource for business your membership!
owners, professionals, and our local commuWant to get involved? Visit goconifer.org to
nity, our vision is to create a thriving business learn more about our vision and how you can
community through meaningful connections, be a part of it!
igniting growth opportunities and advocating Britni LeRoux
for a healthy economic environment.
Executive Director
We offer year-round networking events Conifer Area Chamber of Commerce
which include After Hour Mixers on the
3rd Thursday of each month, Monthly
If you have any membership questions,
Membership Meetings on the second Friday
please contact the chamber office:
director@GoConifer.com, 303-838-5711.
of each month, Speed Networking, Ribbon
Thank you for your continued support and
Cuttings, Education Workshops and more
thank you for shopping local!
throughout the year. We also host large community events like Elevation Celebration in

”

Buy

MEET VERUCA!
This sweet and rambunctious little 5-month-old
girl is looking for her forever home. She came
to us with double cherry eyes but has since had
surgery to remove them — she now sees the
world much clearer!
She gets along great with other dogs, kids, and
all people. She is a very sassy independent gal
who loves to spend time near and/or around her
people. We call her our little wiggle worm as she
loves to play, explore, climb, and enjoy all that life
has to offer. She is spayed, microchipped, and up
to date on vaccines.

BY BRITNI LEROUX, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

(303) 953-1681
meadowcreekdesignstudio.com

MEET EMBER!
Likely under 2 years old, about 40 lbs, and a
breed mix that is a mystery, Ember needs a family
who loves to help shy dogs adjust to the world.
When she came to us all she wanted to do was
hide in her kennel. That sure changed once she
started playing with the other dogs. Her forever
family must have dogs, the more the better, and
a fenced yard. Ember still has many fears but
is growing by leaps and bounds. She is kennel
trained, housebroken, is learning to sit, and has
mastered the doggie door. With patience and
love, this diamond in the rough will shine.

All Photos by Amy Johnson
Muddy Paws Photography

PHOTO BY GARY LOFFLER
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Local!

Experience Conifer!

T

Best Things to Do in Conifer, CO

he Conifer area is a charming mountain
destination with an elevation of 8,277
feet, located along U.S. Route 285 and
nestled in the Foothills southwest of Denver.
Here you’ll find great restaurants, festivals, and
outdoor activities. Our residents and visitors
enjoy mountain biking, hiking, rock climbing,
four-wheeling, camping, cross-country skiing,
snowshoeing, sledding and so much more!
Stop in and see us to learn why Conifer truly is
a great choice for living, raising a family, working and enjoying the great outdoors.

Take a look at our “Top Things to Do in
Conifer, CO” lists, and we’ll show you the
best Conifer has to offer for that experience.
Whether you’re looking for a great place to
eat, the next big concert or festival, community-minded tips, the best businesses to work
with, or where to be in Conifer, CO, when
something’s going on, we’ll bring you front
row to the action!

www.goconifer.com/
best-things-to-do-in-conifer-co/

The Conifer Area Chamber of Commerce is
dedicated to making our community the best it
can be. We are here to support our local businesses
and create opportunities for them to grow and
get connected to our community.

www.goconifer.com

CONIFER CHAMBER — MONTHLY MEMBERSHIP MEETING
Our Monthly Membership Meeting welcomes chamber members, prospective members, and any of our neighbors interested
in learning more about our business community and activities in the area! The meeting is held on the second Friday of each
month, in the morning. Each month we highlight a member or two as a business spotlight and feature different informative
speakers on topics that are important to our business community and local organizations.
March’s meeting will be Friday, March 11, 2022
7:30 AM – 9:00 AM MST • Doors will open at 7:00 for networking
Our Lady of The Pines Catholic Church • 9444 Eagle Cliff Rd • Conifer, CO 80433
Register in advance at GoConifer.com • Registration will close at 11 pm on Thursday, March 10th.

WE SUPPORT LIVING LOCALLY
To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by
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Evergreen Chamber Ribbon Cuttings and News
of frolic.
“The—dogHenryis theWardgodBeecher
”

Are You ready for
Some March Madness?

Get Fit with Whitt — Lauren Whitt
Services include in-person/online personal
training and nutrition, life and health
coaching, and sports psychology consulting.
I take a holistic approach and believe in
work addressing both the body and mind.

BY NANCY JUDGE

Lauren Whitt — Owner
(303) 803-6844
getfitwithwhitt9@gmail.com
Facebook @getfitwithwhitt9
\Instagram @getfit_withwhitt

!”
k!” “No, MINE
“That’s my stic

Made in the Shade West
— Christine Cameron
Made in the Shade West offers the latest
custom window fashions to transform
your home and reflect your style! We serve
residential and commercial customers with
top quality products and service.

Brittany is alw
ays ready for
a game!

Doha, my precio
us pet rat.

Animals are such agreeable
“
friends — they ask no questions;
they pass no criticisms.
”
— George Eliot

Christine Cameron — Owner
(720) 687-5853
Christine@MITSWest.com
www.MITSWest.com

Our two rescues, Copper and Little
Dude, on one of our summer evening’s
walks up to the rock outcropping on the
back of our property.

Mountainside Bakery — Laura Rios
Baking blog with baking tips, along with
high-altitude and sea-level recipes. I also
have recipes that are gluten free, dairy free,
and refined sugar free. Make sure to sign up
for my email list!

At Home with our Inner Self

Laura Rios — Owner
(978) 273-7138
info@mountainsidebakery.com
www.mountainsidebakery.com
Facebook and Instagram
@mtnsidebakery

BY DR. MEG KIMBALL-HODGES

I

n the darkest part of night, no star or moon
to light the home, Johnathan is abruptly
awakened by the bark, bark, barking of
his young pup, Oliver. Alarmed by the sound,
still not fully awake, he stumbles from his cozy
cabin bed and briskly heads to the front door
where Oliver is on guard, hair standing on end.
Snow has blanketed every nook and cranny
of outdoor life and continues to fill the night
sky, making it difficult to see farther than the
dimly lit porch. Not fully coherent, yet heart
pounding out of his chest and ears throbbing,
Johnathan’s thoughts cascade to the dreadful
depths of unknown prospects. What, or who,
may be lurking just beyond the safe haven of
the home he transformed into a sanctuary for
his wife and kids? How can he protect what
matters most and what he has assiduously
crafted over years of meticulous effort?
Like the foundation of our house, our brain
is the structural frame of our world, making
meaning out of approximately 3lbs of substance with the consistency of Jell-O. Thoughts
of the mind become things of the brain. A barking dog or kitchen cleaning after dinner can be
events with little meaning or become loaded
events that can shake stability. We are all architects of our inner and outer world where we
sculpt our Jell-O-like brains into artistic design
or into mush. The infrastructure is stabilized
by the nuts and bolts of neural circuitry whose
complex connections form a web of meaning
through lived experiences. We develop the
structure of our brain in childhood, primarily
through our parents or caregivers, then continually remodel our inner home by caring for and
updating our inner life. Color, sound, food preferences, body image, cravings, contentment,
awe, fears and resentment, all stem from and
are altered through change of perception over
time, and tending and mending what has been
weathered and worn. The value assigned to our
home lies in the eye of the beholder. Reality is
subjective, formed and modified through our
perception. Knowing we are the creators of our
world, why would we choose one ripe with
anxiety, fears, pain, and aloneness? Might we
desire to redesign for connection, love, joy and
awe?
Just as it takes a lot of material to build a
home, a tremendous amount of energy goes
into making us who we perceive ourselves to

“We can turn adversity into adaptation and resilience.”

be. Vision, for example, is not created through
what we physically see. It is a private sensation
deep within the brain, with each and every
scene being unique to the designer. This doesn’t
mean an external world doesn’t exist, but rather
it comes alive through the meaning we assign
of all the parts. What we see is a mirror of the
mind. Optical illusions, such as M.C. Escher’s
mind-bending artwork, captivates onlookers
by playing games with this internal world and
has provided inspiration for shows such as The
Simpsons, Labyrinth, and Inception. “The only
things we can ever perceive,” stated George
Berkeley, after whom the university and city
were named, “are our perceptions.” A barking dog can be a warning of lurking danger, a
demand to be fed or to be let outside, all based
on our interpretation. Similarly, a racing heart
can be a sign of threat, and we respond with
anger, fear, or freezing; or it can be interpreted
as excitement, lending to increased motivation
and energy to act. One response can be crippling, while the other can result in accomplishing feats others have only dreamed.
During middle school, Johnathan returned
to an empty home one afternoon to find the
front door was off the hinges and lying on the
front porch. The house was missing its belongings; his dog, Bernard, was missing; and he was
feeling alone and afraid. Fearful of his safety, he
ran nearly a half mile to the closest neighbors.
From this event, Johnathan developed a story
that home was only safe when you remained
on guard, and safety could be violated if you
let your guard down. If everything in the environment is a creation within ourselves, how
can something like a broken-into home occur?
With this, we open a Pandora’s box about what
we can control. Yet, much of what we do occurs
without our having to control it. For instance,
breathing, digesting food, and sleeping are
events that happen without a need for control. We develop an innate desire for control
over ourselves and our environment to provide
safety, stability, order, and predictability. Yet,
much of what we think we have control of is
an illusion. When we feel out of control, our
inner chatter takes over, and we pursue any
semblance of order and structure we can find.
Some people take this order to an extreme, as
seen with obsessions, compulsions, and rigidity. The very thing that we desire, control,

Studies have shown that the first full day of the
NCAA March Madness tournament is the most
unproductive day on the work calendar.

cripples us. When we replay negative scenes or
discussions over and over, like a broken record,
we become stuck in the story we have created.
This story we tell ourselves can be self-sabotaging. We relive wounds, distresses, and worries,
and feelings of being violated, unheard, misunderstood, or unaccepted manifest. We even
come up with worries for the future. These
thoughts taint experience and block our ability
be vulnerable and connect with others. Over
the long haul, this internal negative mental
stream impacts our mood, performance and
health. When we zoom in on negative stories,
we lose perspective. Since we are the creators
of our world and we can alter our story, we
can vow for shapeshifting our reality. We can
turn adversity into adaptation and resilience.
Transforming our thinking and changing the
stories we have with ourselves and others can
pull us from spiraling negative thoughts, and
we can begin to think more clearly.
How can we shift our inner world and tend
to our home of the brain? One of the easiest
ways of remodeling perception is by distancing
ourself from the challenge and looking at the
situation from a broader lens. Similar to using
a camera to capture a mountain scene, we can
adjust focus for a panoramic view. Instead of
thinking about how we have been slighted or
violated, we can enhance our perspective by
including the gifts and lessons learned that
came from the experience. The mind takes its
shape in the brain based on what we focus
upon; and the more we focus on it, the stronger
the wiring grows. We become attached to our
own point of view and, like a fighter pilot, lock
on to defend our stance. When we distance
ourselves from hyper-focus and attachment,
we free up space for thinking through and
responding adaptively. Another way to create
distance from the event is by imagining advising a friend in a similar situation. Compare the
circumstance to similar experiences and how
they were handled. Think about what we recommend to someone else and apply this advice
to ourselves. Try to conceptualize why this distant self is feeling the way it is. This detaches
us from intense emotional feelings of the experience and provides space for adaptive reinterpretation for insight and closure.
Language is a powerful player in the world
of illusions. What is outwardly expressed

commonly reflects what’s internally lived. A
person who gravitates toward anger and judgment may live in a home overflowing with
self-loathing. The way we talk to ourselves and
others can be extremely hurtful and severely
damage relationships. In the heat of a situation,
we can change our language with ourselves
from “I”, “me,” or “my,” which has been linked
to increased negative emotions and a good predictor of depression, to using “you,” your name
or giving that part of the self a nickname. Just
like naming your car “Bessy,” you can name
your self-critical characteristic “Bossy.” This
second- or third-person perspective decreases
brain activation associated with rumination and
promotes increased performance under stress;
it broadens perspective and decreases negative
emotions. Knowing that excess internal dialogue usually occurs when we interpret something as a threat, we can promote increased
awareness of our internal environment and
gain a sense of agency by stepping outside the
immediate emotions and implementing distant
self-talk.
Johnathan had developed a story that home
is only safe when putting up numerous cameras he could watch from his phone, keeping
a weapon nearby for defense, and having a
watchdog on guard. He became hypervigilant. His desire to gain external control came
at the expense of inner safety. Experience lends
to adaptive learning when we reflect on our
story in an open and non-attached manner.
Reframing the situation as a challenge rather
than a threat provides a sense of agency to overcome rather than waddling in adversity. After
grabbing his weapon, Johnathan stepped out
on the covered porch to get a closer look for
a possible intruder. To his right, curled into a
wooden rocking chair was his little girl, Milo.
Johnathan put down his weapon and scooped
up Milo’s shaking cold body, wrapping her in
his warm arms. Still alarmed, Johnathan asked
what she was doing outside. Milo said, “Daddy,
I wanted to see the snow, but the door wouldn’t
open when I tried to get back in. I knocked,
but only Oliver heard me. I was scared.”
Johnathan’s love for Milo seeped from him and
she soaked up his caress. Johnathan discovered
despite his efforts, he cannot fully control what
matters to him most. What he can do is share
his love during good times and challenges.
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Ridge Fine Art — David Ridge
Fine art gallery featuring Western
landscapes and wildlife paintings, along
with blown glass, trout and salmon art, and
monochrome photography. Personal art
instruction is available.
David Ridge — Owner
(720) 413-4539
info@ridgefineartgallery.com
www.ridgefineartgallery.com
Facebook @dridgeart
Instagram @ridgefineartgallery

For over 50 years the Evergreen
Area Chamber of Commerce
has proudly been serving the
mountain community. Our mission
is to grow the local economy by
building business relationships,
promoting the community and
representing local concerns with
our county government.

T

he Evergreen Chamber has decided
not to fight the desire to catch some
scores or full games, but to lean into
the fun of the day and host our own March
Madness event from 1 – 5pm at The Wild
Game on March 17. Come join us for an
afternoon of networking, games, food, and
basketball games of course! To add to the
competitive nature of the day, the Evergreen
Chamber is running a membership drive with
prizes for those who refer the most number
of new members. And of course, there will be
a trophy for the top number of referrals with
bragging rights for the next year!

The Stone House
1524 Belford Ct. ~ Evergreen, CO 80439

the week prior. From March 4 – 13, many
of our local restaurants will have packages for a set price. If you Google elevation
of Evergreen, CO the response is 7,165.
Restaurants will use that as the amount of
their offering. Keep an eye on the Evergreen
Chamber’s social media pages for postings
on each of the restaurants participating and
what they are offering. Take this opportunity
to revisit an old favorite or to spread your
wings and try a new restaurant or two! A
community with a thriving restaurant scene
is a community where people love to live.
Later this month, nominations for the
Mountain Area Women’s Hall of Fame will
open. We will honor the nominees at our
annual Women In Business Luncheon on
May 12 at Mount Vernon Country Club. This
is a wonderful afternoon of guest speaker(s),
delicious lunch, and networking. Men and
women are all welcome to join us to honor
women in our community who volunteer
their time and talents to make Evergreen the
amazing community that it is. Look for a link
to the nomination page at evergreenchamber.
org later this month.

EvergreenChamber.org

Each year, Denver celebrates their local
restaurants with a “Restaurant Week” in midMarch. We are creating one here in Evergreen

Follow us on Facebook. Visit our website
EvergreenChamber.org.
Call us anytime 303-674-3412.

THE OFFICIAL VISITOR AND
COMMUNITY RESOURCE GUIDE
Guides on where to shop, eat, and stay,
with a year-round calendar of events
Directory of Chamber Members, and more!
Hard copies of the Magazine are available
at the Evergreen Chamber.
www.evergreenchamber.org

EVERGREEN CHAMBER VIRTUAL BREAKFAST AND BENEFITS
Please join the Chamber team on Thursday, March 10th, from 10 – 11:30 am, and find out
how to get the most out of your Evergreen Area Chamber of Commerce Membership.
Please register for this virtual event at www.evergreenchamber.org
or email Nancy at president@evergreenChamber.org.

WE SUPPORT LIVING LOCALLY
To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
March 2022

March 9

PeaceWorks has recently launched a
no-cost Community Wellness Program.
Sessions held in-person at 30403 Kings Valley
Dr 2-110 Conference Room or via Zoom
(https://us06web.zoom.us/j/3038388181?pwd=QVFOYkdYQ2pJQlJST1FJSHRtSXFLZz09, Meeting ID: 303 838 8181, Passcode:
993660), except for the hikes with location
noted. For full details: https://peaceworksinc.
co/communitywellness/
March 1
7:30 – 8:30 am hike. Join Eileen for a short,
2-mile hike at Meyer’s Ranch and enjoy time
outdoors, contemplating and communing with
the self, with other humans, with non-human
animals, and with the natural world. Bring
micro-spikes for your boots if you have them.
March 4
5:30 – 6:30 pm Women’s Circle. Connect to
your creative power within to activate your
feminine presence that attracts the situations
and relationships that you desire. Sabrina will
share powerful practices to embolden you to
show up in life.

March 2022

March 8
5 – 6 pm Yoga. Join Lori for an All Levels Slow
Flow Yoga. A body acceptance, Reiki-infused
practice within a safe space for people to connect and land in their bodies. Wear comfortable clothes. Bring yoga mat if you have one
and water bottle.
March 15
7:30 – 8:30 am hike. Join Eileen for a short,
2-mile hike at Meyer’s Ranch and enjoy time
outdoors, contemplating and communing with
the self, with other humans, with non-human
animals, and with the natural world. Bring
micro-spikes for your boots if you have them.
March 19
9 – 10 am Chair Yoga. Join Lori for Chair Yoga
to help maintain mobility, improve flexibility, cultivate mindfulness, and increase body
awareness. Open to all levels.
March 24
11 – 11:45 am Mudras. We do so many things
with our hands! Mudras, or hand yoga poses,
are regenerative and stress relieving. No skill
required. Come join Natalie for a mudras and
meditation session.
March 30
5:30 – 6:30 pm Block Therapy w/Sabrina.
Powerful self-healing practice that unlocks the
restrictions and adhesions that block blood and
oxygen flow that lead to pain, aging, and disease. All levels. Wear comfortable clothes. Bring
yoga mat if you have one and water bottle.
March 1 – April 30

Book Signing

MARCH 2022

Sunday, March 13th

To advertise with

March 11, 12, and 18

2 support groups open to LGBTQ+ people and
allies, both meet the second Wednesday of the
month 7 – 8:30 pm. A support and fun group
for ages 12 – 20 to make friends, play, and
make art. For location and to RSVP contact
Caitlin (she/they) at goldennaturetherapy@
gmail.com. A support group for parents and
caregivers who want to talk about raising an
LGBTQ+ child. For location and to RSVP
contact Lior Alon (she/her) at lior@wisetreewellness.com. Resilience1220.org
March 4 – 13

Celebrate our Elevation — 7165ft! Local
Evergreen restaurants will be offering a fixed
option for $71.65 for your dining party. Come
join us and explore our fabulous options for
foodies. For more information go to evergreenchamber.org

Evergreen Players presents An Evening
of Irish Plays and Prose, written by Lady
Gregory and JM Synge and directed by Tal
Arnold with a special St. Patrick’s Day performance on March 17. Audience members will
be entertained by two one-act plays: Spreading
the News and In the Shadow of the Glen. Both
plays were written in the early 20th century
and have familiar life issues that are still relevant today. All performances begin at 7:00 pm.
Tickets are $25 for adults, $20 seniors and
$15 students, and may be purchased online
at www.evergreenplayers.org or by calling
720-515-1528. Group discounts and 2022
Season Tickets are also available. Located at
27886 Meadow Drive, Unit B in Evergreen.
March 12
PeaceWorks’ Annual Spring Tea! Grab your
best hat and join us to an afternoon tea in
honor of survivors. Enjoy the vocal stylings of
Lena K. of Silver Lining and Body Groove from
1 – 3 at the Conifer Community Church, 9998
Havekost Road, Conifer. Tickets are $25 and can
be purchased at https://bit.ly/2022SpringTea
or contact Lori at (303) 838-7176
March 18 and 19

Godspell at WELLSHIRE PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH, 2999 S. Colorado Blvd., Denver
80222. A new version of this inspirational show
performed by ten of the area’s finest performers.
Go to ovationwest.org to learn more.

Relish the beauty of spring at Shadow
Mountain’s “Springtime in the Rockies”
special exhibit. Local Evergreen artists display renditions of springtime in a wide range
of media. One-of-a-kind artwork, priced for
every budget. Open 9 to 5 daily.
March 4 – 6

Co-written by Seth Rudetsky is Disaster!
The Musical, a love letter to the disaster
movie of the 1970s with fantastic hits of the
‘70s such as Hot Stuff and I Will Survive.The
Venue Theatre Company, 27132 Main Street
K-100, Conifer, CO 80433. www.thevenuetheatre.com
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CALL

303-674-3701
HISTORY OF

NATIONAL WOMEN’S HISTORY MONTH
During the month of March, we give a little extra attention to all of the
amazing accomplishments of strong, determined women. Since 1987,
the United States has formally recognized March as National Women’s
History Month. Every woman has a story to tell and gifts to share
with the world. So get ready, because this month is about honoring
magnificent ladies, and we are ready to celebrate it to the fullest.

W

omen’s History Month celebrates
the often-overlooked contributions of women in history, society,
and culture. It has been annually observed in
the United States and other countries, including the United Kingdom and Australia, every
March since 1987. The month is observed in
October in Canada. March is selected as the
month for observing Women’s History Month
to correspond with International Women’s
Day on March 8, and Canada observes it in
October in correspondence with Persons Day
on October 18.
The month-long commemoration started
with Women’s History Day in 1978, organized
by the school district of Sonoma, California.
Hundreds of students participated in the essay

competitions, many presentations were given,
and a parade was held in Santa Rosa. The
idea caught on and, a few years later, school
districts, communities, and organizations all
over the country were celebrating the day. In
1980, the National Women’s History Alliance
championed for the holiday to be observed
as a national week, and this was backed by
President Jimmy Carter, who issued the first
proclamation declaring the week of March 8
as National Women’s History Week. The following year, Congress forwarded a resolution
establishing a national observance. Six years
later, the expansion of the event to the whole
month of March was successfully petitioned
by the National Women’s History Project.
Sources: nationaltoday.com, history.com

J

oin us at a book signing for Charles
Monlezun’s release of his new book
Becoming Charlie hosted by Hearthfire
Books and Treats from 2 to 4 pm. The book
is a series of stories from Charles’ life written down for his granddaughter, Charlie
Bleu. Charles has been teasing the book for
the last year with a monthly column here in
Your Mountain Connection and regular readers
will know that these stories are both intensely
personal yet universal. Charles will be reading selected passages during the event.
Also on hand will be February’s Cover
Artist and Evergreen local Amy Love who
will have a selection of cards and larger artwork for sale. Amy’s work is currently being
shown at the Evergreen Gallery in Evergreen
and the Majestic Gallery in Idaho Springs, as
well as galleries in Estes Park, Georgetown,
Central City, Frisco, and Breckenridge.
Music will be provided by BitterSweet, a
folk duo comprised of Marty Hallberg and
Gary Loffler who have been playing the front
range intermittently for the last several years.
HearthFire Books and Treats • 1254 Bergen
Parkway D122, Evergreen
Located in Bergen Village Shopping Center
Frozen Yogurt and Coffee is always available
at HearthFire Books and Treats.

March 12
Helping Teens Thrive...Together is a virtual event designed for teens and their trusted adults to
connect and learn together! Register now to save your seat at this virtual conference where you’ll
have the opportunity to focus on skill-building and communication with the help of a behavioral
health expert. Teen attendees will be entered into a gift card drawing and have the ability to view
exclusive videos after the event. Learn more about this event and get your ticket here: https://
ht3-2022.eventbrite.com

EVERY MONDAY 4 – 5 pm, Santosha-Yoga/ Mindfulness Group for ages 13 – 17 led by Laura
Ferguson, LCSW, Yoga Therapist. Relieve stress and find peace and contentment in this crazy world. 6949
Hwy 73, Ste.#3, Evergreen, CO 80439. Go into building upstairs, left down the hall suite #3. Please come
5 minutes early. Do not come if you are feeling sick. To register go to Resilience1220.org

Submit your calendar
events in MS Word
format only to Your
Mountain Connection via
Marty Hallberg (news@
yourmtnconnection.
com). Calendar Events
are published as space
allows. Information must
be received by the 10th of
each month prior to the
actual date of the event.
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BUSINESS SERVICES
ACCOUNTANT

APPLIANCE REPAIR

ARCHITECT

ATTORNEY

BATH REMODEL

HANDYMAN REPAIRS

INSURANCE

LANDSCAPE HAULING TREES

PEST CONTROL

REALTOR

ROOFING

ROOFING AND EXTERIORS

SERVICES

SOLAR SYSTEMS

COMMUNITY CONNECTION

STONE AND MASONRY

VACUUM SERVICE SUPPLIES

WATER CONDITIONING

$55/mo 3/mo minimum
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